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prEfaCE
rELEasE
Release is the national centre of expertise on drugs and drugs law 
– providing free and confidential specialist advice to the public and 
professionals. Release also campaigns for changes to UK drug policy 
to bring about a fairer and more compassionate legal framework to 
manage drug use in our society.

thE maNhEim CENtrE 
The Mannheim Centre for Criminology was set up at the London 
School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) in November 
1990, and is named in honour of Hermann Mannheim. It is a 
multidisciplinary centre incorporating staff from across the School. 
The Centre provides a forum for LSE criminology, including 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses, funded research, and 
a large number of conferences, seminars and other public events.  
Research funding comes from all the major research councils and 
charities as well as from government. 

this puBLiCatioN
This report is the second in a series of reports Release has published 
to support our campaign ‘Drugs - It’s Time for Better Laws’. This 
campaign was launched in June 2011 and saw the organisation 
write to David Cameron, the British Prime Minister, calling for a 
review of our current drug policies and promoting the introduction 
of the decriminalisation of drug possession (whereby non-criminal 
sanctions, and in some cases no sanctions, were applied to the 
possession of some or all drugs). The letter was supported by high 
profile individuals including Sting, Richard Branson, Caroline Lucas 
MP and Baroness Meacher and received significant media coverage.  

The first report ‘A Quiet Revolution: Drug Decriminalisation 
Policies in Practice Across the Globe’ looked at 21 jurisdictions that 
had adopted some form of decriminalisation of drug possession. 
Overwhelmingly, the research showed that such an approach does 
not lead to an increase in drug use. Importantly, by not criminalising 
those who use drugs, the evidence demonstrated that there were 
improved outcomes in terms of employment and relationships, 
reduced stigma and that people were less likely to enter or re-enter 
the criminal justice system. Experience from other jurisdictions also 
showed there can be significant financial savings for the criminal 
justice system when decriminalisation is implemented.
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This second report demonstrates that the policing and  
prosecutions of drug possession offences in England and Wales is 
unduly focussed on black and minority communities. This report 
looks at racial disparity rates at stop and search, arrest, prosecution 
and sentencing and clearly demonstrates that the drug laws in the 
UK are a major driver of the disproportionality that exists in our 
criminal justice system in relation to the black community. 

As the first report demonstrated, criminalisation does not act as 
a deterrent when someone decides to use drugs but it does cause 
significant harms in terms of a criminal record. This report goes 
further and establishes that those harms are being applied in an 
unfair manner. An urgent review of UK drug policy is necessary to 
reduce this disparity, and bring equitable justice to all communities.

The final report, to be launched in 2014, will look at the economic 
costs associated with policing and prosecuting the possession of 
drugs in the UK. 

More information about the campaign can be accessed at:  
www.release.org.uk/decriminalisation

http://www.release.org.uk/decriminalisation
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mEthodoLogy
The analysis presented in this report draws on the methodology 
developed by the Home Office. Under Section 95 of the Criminal Justice 
Act 1991, the secretary of state is required to publish information 
to enable those involved in the criminal justice system to avoid 
discrimination on grounds of race, sex or any other improper grounds 
(Home Office, 2000). Since the introduction of this legislation the Home 
Office, and latterly the Ministry of Justice, has regularly published 
statistics showing the rate at which different ethnic groups come into 
contact with the criminal justice system through, for example, police 
stop and search1. National policing and Ministry of Justice data was 
analysed for 2009/10 and 2008/09. The 2009/10 data was used for the 
report but it is important to note that the 2008/09 data showed similar 
patterns. This data was analysed using the 2011 census data and as 
such our estimates are as robust as it is currently possible to be.

As part of the research methodology Freedom of Information requests 
were sent to every police force in England and Wales asking for the 
ethnic breakdown for 2009/10 of: those who were subject to stop and 
search for drugs; those who received cannabis warnings and penalty 
notices for disorder; those who received cautions; and finally those  
who were subsequently charged. 

The purpose of this information was to determine whether racial 
disparity existed throughout the police’s processing of those caught in 
possession of drugs and whether those from BME (‘Black and Minority 
Ethnic’) backgrounds were more likely to receive a harsher response. 

Of the 42 forces contacted 28 provided a response to the questions 
posed. Those who did not provide data cited financial cost as the 
reason they could not meet the requirements of the request. However, 
only a limited number of forces provided sufficient data, from those 
providing such data the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) was chosen 
for more detailed analysis as the information they provided was robust 
and because the MPS undertakes 50% of all stop and searches for 
drugs in England and Wales. The analysis was undertaken by the 
London School of Economics. The MPS data is used at a number of 
stages throughout the report to demonstrate the impact of the  
policing of drugs on BME communities. 

As part of the report young people, parents and youth workers were 
interviewed for their views on stop and search, their experiences  
are detailed throughout the publication. 

For more detail about the methodology please see Annex 1.

1. homE offiCE, 2000, statistiCs oN raCE aNd thE 
CrimiNaL JustiCE systEm, LoNdoN: homE offiCE, 
http://wEBarChivE.NatioNaLarChivEs.gov.
uk/20110218135832/rds.homEoffiCE.gov.uk/rds/
sECtioN951.htmL (aCCEssEd 17 JuLy 2013)

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/rds.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/section951.html
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/rds.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/section951.html
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/rds.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/section951.html
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ExECutivE summary
Enforcement of drug laws is unfairly focused on Black and Asian 
communities, despite their rates of drug use being lower than the 
white majority. This is driving ethnic disparities throughout the 
criminal justice system in England and Wales. Black and Asian 
people are being stopped and searched for drugs at a much higher 
rate than white people. Black people are also being subject to 
harsher sanctions for drug possession offences. 

For too long the UK Government has focussed on the use of the 
criminal laws to deter drug use, despite evidence that such an 
approach does not work2. This report demonstrates that the drug 
laws weigh particularly heavily on black and minority ethnic 
communities, doing more harm than good at a great cost to the 
public purse. The marked ethnic inequalities that are identified 
add to the already strong existing evidence that a review of the 
current law enforcement approach to drug possession should be 
undertaken.

The report identifies police stop and search for drugs as a key 
driver of ethnic inequality throughout the criminal justice system. 
It demonstrates that black people are subject to heightened rates 
of stop and search for drugs and that inequalities introduced 
at this stage continue throughout the criminal justice system. 
Black people are also shown to be charged at a higher rate than 
white people for possession offences, aggravating an already 
unequal situation. The report considers what incentivises police 
officers to seek out low level drug offences, arguably at the 
expense of tackling more serious crime that is of greater concern 
to communities, such as property and violent crime. Finally, the 
report shows how drug policing is working against the police, 
undermining their legitimacy and, ultimately, making it harder for 
them to do their job effectively. 

This report has been produced by Release and the London School 
of Economics and Political Science based on analysis of official 
statistics provided by the Ministry of Justice and the Metropolitan 
Police Service for 2009/10. The main findings are: 

 - Stop and search has increased steadily since 2001/2 from less 
than 750,000 to a peak of almost 1.3 million in 2010/11, more 
than 1.2 million of which were carried out under PACE and 
associated legislation. Despite a slight decline, there were still 
more than one million stop searches carried out in 2011/12.3 
Half or more of these searches are for drugs. This means that 

2. rosmariN a & Eastwood N, 2012, ‘a QuiEt 
rEvoLutioN – drug dECrimiNaLisatioN poLiCiEs 
iN praCtiCE aCross thE gLoBE’, rELEasE, uNitEd 
kiNgdom, www.rELEasE.org.uk/puBLiCatioNs/
drug-dECrimiNaLisatioN-poLiCiEs-iN-praCtiCE-
aCross-thE-gLoBE/ (aCCEssEd 5 may  2013)

3. homE offiCE, 2012, poLiCE powErs aNd 
proCEdurEs ENgLaNd aNd waLEs 2010/11 - 
sECoNd EditioN (stop aNd sEarChEs) http://
www.homEoffiCE.gov.uk/puBLiCatioNs/
sCiENCE-rEsEarCh-statistiCs/rEsEarCh-
statistiCs/poLiCE-rEsEarCh/poLiCE-powErs-
proCEdurEs-201011/stops-sEarChEs-1011, 
(aCCEssEd 04 fEBruary 2013)

http://www.release.org.uk/publications/drug-decriminalisation-policies-in-practice-across-the-globe/
http://www.release.org.uk/publications/drug-decriminalisation-policies-in-practice-across-the-globe/
http://www.release.org.uk/publications/drug-decriminalisation-policies-in-practice-across-the-globe/
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
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every 58 seconds someone in England and Wales is stopped 
and searched by the police for drugs.  

 - In 2009/10 the overall search rate for drugs across the 
population as a whole was 10 searches per 1000 people. For 
those from the white population it was 7 per 1000, increasing 
to 14 per 1000 for those identifying as mixed race, 18 per 1000 
for those identifying as Asian and to 45 per 1000 for those 
identifying as black. 

 - Black people were, in other words, stopped and searched for 
drugs at 6.3 times the rate of white people4, while Asian people 
were stopped and searched for drugs at 2.5 times the rate of 
white people and those identifying as mixed race were stopped 
and searched for drugs at twice the rate of white people. 

 - The policing of drugs is driving racial disparities in stop and 
search across England and Wales. When drugs searches are 
removed from the data for all ‘reasonable suspicion’ searches, 
disproportionality for black people drops to 5 times the rate of 
white people (rather than 6.3 times for drugs). For the Asian 
community rates of disproportionality more than halve when 
drug searches are excluded.  

 - In London the Metropolitan Police Service (‘MPS’) carries out 
drug searches at a rate of 34 per 1000 across the population as a 
whole, rising to 66 per 1000 for black people. 

 - Black people in London are stopped and searched at nearly 
three times the rate of white people. Rates of disproportionality 
vary throughout the Capital, with Kensington and Chelsea and 
Richmond reporting the highest rates (black people are stopped 
and searched at 5 to 6 times the rate of whites). 

 - Large numbers of young people are being subject to police stop 
and search for drugs. In 2009/10 half the 280,000 drug stop 
searches carried out by the Metropolitan police were on young 
people aged 21 years or below. Almost 16,900 were of children 
aged 15 or below. 

 - Across England and Wales only 7 per cent or so of drug stop 
and searches end in arrest. As a result of almost 550,000 stop 
and searches for drugs in 2009/10, only 40,000 people were 
arrested. 

 - Black people are arrested for a drugs offence at 6 times the rate 
of white people and Asian people are arrested at almost twice 
the rate of whites. 

 - Across London black people are charged for possession of 
cannabis at 5 times the rate of white people. For cannabis 
warnings the rate is 3 times. This jump in disproportionality at 
the charge stage demonstrates that black people are more likely 
to receive a harsher police response for possession of cannabis. 

4. iN 2008/09 aNd 2009/10 BLaCk pEopLE wErE, 
rEspECtivELy, 6.7 timEs aNd 6.3 timEs morE 
LikELy to BE stoppEd aNd sEarChEd for drugs 
iN ENgLaNd aNd waLEs thaN whitE pEopLE.
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 - Black people in London who are caught in possession of 
cocaine are charged, rather than cautioned, at a much higher 
rate than their white counterparts. In 2009/10 the Metropolitan 
Police charged 78 per cent of black people caught in possession 
of cocaine compared with 44 per cent of whites. Alternatively, 
22 per cent of black people were given a caution compared with 
56 per cent of whites. 

 - Every year approximately 80,000 people in England and Wales 
are convicted or cautioned for possession of drugs.  In the 15 
year period, 1996 to 2011, 1.2 million criminal records have 
been generated as a result of drug possession laws.   

 - In 2010 the Crown Prosecution Service brought more 
prosecutions for possession of drugs than have been bought in 
any year since the introduction of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 
- 43,406 people were found guilty of drug possession. This was 
primarily driven by prosecution for cannabis possession. 

 - Black people are subject to court proceedings for drug 
possession offences 4.5 times the rate of whites; are found 
guilty of this offence at 4.5 times the rate; and are subject to 
immediate custody at a rate of 5.0 times that of white people. 

Police use of stop and search continues to be a contentious area as 
demonstrated by the recent report of Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of 
Constabulary (HMIC)5 and the decision by the Home Secretary to 
review police powers in this area. The use of stop and search by 
the police has repeatedly been cited as one of the main causes of 
unrest in Britain, including the Brixton Riots of the 1980s and the 
riots of August 2011. 

Often the police and politicians will cite the need to tackle knife 
and gun crime as necessitating the use of stop and search powers 
but the reality is that the vast number of stop searches are for 
drugs6, and, as identified by the HMIC report, most searches are 
aimed at detecting low level possession offences. 

Decisions by the Home Secretary and the Metropolitan Police 
Service to address the serious problems that exist with the use of 
stop and search are certainly welcome, but meaningful reform is 
required if the negative impact of this type of intervention are to be 
addressed. 

The Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police Service has 
committed to reducing stop and search in the capital by half. Even 
if this is achieved a reduction from a peak of 280,000 drug stop 
searches to 140,000 would simply bring us back to 2005/06 levels7, 
leaving a large number of people still being subject to unnecessary 
police intervention. The Commissioner has also committed to 
reducing the number of negative drug searches by half and has 
advised that officers will be told to stop focusing on the policing of 
small amounts of cannabis. Reducing negative drug searches is, 
of course, desirable, but there is a danger that setting performance 

5. hmiC, 2013, stop aNd sEarCh powErs: arE 
thE poLiCE usiNg thEm EffECtivELy aNd fairLy?, 
http://www.hmiC.gov.uk/mEdia/stop-aNd-
sEarCh-powErs-20130709.pdf aCCEssEd 09 
JuLy 2013

6. thE mEtropoLitaN poLiCE CarriEd out 348,237 
rEasoNaBLE suspiCioN stop aNd sEarChEs 
iN thE pEriod JuNE 2012 – may 2013. of thE 
totaL stop aNd sEarChEs CarriEd out 189,236 
wErE for drugs, 35,557 wErE for offENsivE 
wEapoNs aNd 3112 wErE for guNs. mps 
puBLiCatioN sChEmE, 2013, stop aNd sEarCh 
kEy pErformaNCE iNdiCator progrEss rEport, 
may 2013, http://www.mEt.poLiCE.uk/foi/uNits/
stop_aNd_sEarCh.htm (aCCEssEd 17 JuLy 2013).

7. iN 2005/6 thE mEtropoLitaN poLiCE sErviCE 
CarriEd out 146,554 drug stop aNd sEarChEs 
iN thE CapitaL. miNistry of JustiCE, rds, 
2006, statistiCaL BuLLEtiN: arrEsts for 
rECordEd CrimE (NotifiaBLE offENCEs) aNd thE 
opEratioN of CErtaiN poLiCE powErs uNdEr 
paCE, ENgLaNd aNd waLEs http://wEBarChivE.
NatioNaLarChivEs.gov.uk/20110218135832/
http://JustiCE.gov.uk/puBLiCatioNs/doCs/
arrEsts-for-rECordEd-CrimE-ENgLaNd-aNd-
waLEs.pdf

http://www.hmic.gov.uk/media/stop-and-search-powers-20130709.pdf
http://www.hmic.gov.uk/media/stop-and-search-powers-20130709.pdf
http://www.met.police.uk/foi/units/stop_and_search.htm
http://www.met.police.uk/foi/units/stop_and_search.htm
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/http://justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/arrests-for-recorded-crime-england-and-wales.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/http://justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/arrests-for-recorded-crime-england-and-wales.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/http://justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/arrests-for-recorded-crime-england-and-wales.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/http://justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/arrests-for-recorded-crime-england-and-wales.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/http://justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/arrests-for-recorded-crime-england-and-wales.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/http://justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/arrests-for-recorded-crime-england-and-wales.pdf
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management targets will create perverse incentives that may result 
in the inappropriate use of formal sanctions (to get a ‘hit’) or non-
recording to hide unsuccessful searches. If the police are to use 
such indicators it is essential that they are able to identify where 
such manipulation occurs. 

This report demonstrates significant harms associated with the 
policing and prosecution of drug offences, particularly possession 
offences.  The sheer volume of drug searches means that 
thousands of people, mainly young people and those from black 
and minority ethnic communities are being caught up needlessly 
in the criminal justice system every year to the detriment of their 
future.  While tens of thousands of people are being criminalised 
every year for low level possession offences, it is those from the 
black community who are a greater risk of criminalisation and 
harsher sanctions. 
 
With over half a million stop searches carried out for drugs in 
England and Wales every year, and only a 7 per cent arrest rate, 
drug laws effectively allow the police to interfere with the free 
movement of citizens across the country when they have done 
nothing wrong. At a time of austerity, it is more important than 
ever that our limited resources are used wisely. With high levels 
of interference and low levels of detection, drug law enforcement 
simply does not pay and is an area of the criminal justice system 
that should be reformed. This is why we are proposing the 
decriminalisation of drug possession offences as an effective  
policy solution to the problems identified in this report.

I am stopped by police regularly and I’m used to it now. 
I estimate that in my lifetime I have been stopped over 
150 times by the police.  In early 2006, I noted that I was 
stopped 27 times in the space of three months whilst 
driving around in the borough. None of the stops led to any 
charges being brought against me. I felt victimized, angry 
and felt that I’d been treated unfairly… I think stop and 
search practices are definitely disproportionate. I’ve only 
been stopped three times this year and I’m quite happy 
with that (April 2013). 

Black Ghanaian Male, 29 years old. He works as an IT 
support technician for his local council and is a law graduate
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iNtroduCtioN
The harms associated with drug law enforcement weigh 
particularly heavily on black and minority ethnic communities. 
With African Americans being arrested for drug offences at three 
times the rate of their white counterparts and being imprisoned at 
10 times the rate, ethnic disparities are a well-documented feature 
of the US 'war on drugs'.8 Although British drug policy is much 
less punitive, with a far lower rate of imprisonment, it has given 
rise to similar concerns about ethnic bias and the criminalisation 
of black people. This report charts the disproportionate impact 
that drug law enforcement is having on black and minority 
ethnic communities in England and Wales, presenting the most 
systematic evidence yet to be collated on the subject.

The evidence covers various aspects of the criminal justice 
process, including: 

 - Stop and search
 - Arrest
 - Charge; and 
 - Sentencing at Court

Striking ethnic disparities are evident throughout the process of 
drug law enforcement, with people from black and minority ethnic 
groups being over-represented from initial point of contact through 
to sentencing. Our analysis identifies policing, particularly stop and 
search, as a key driver of disproportionality throughout the process. 
For black suspects, ethnic disparities are further aggravated by a 
particularly high charge rate, which has important knock-on effects 
further down the criminal justice process. The high rate at which 
black people are convicted, fined and imprisoned for drug offences 
is largely due to the way that these communities are policed. 

drug usE
Before moving on to the impact of drug law enforcement, it is 
important to note that people from black and minority ethnic 
groups are not stopped and searched, arrested, charged and 
sentenced for drug offences at a high rate simply because of their 
levels of drug use. Although it is often assumed that black people 
use drugs at a high rate, such an assumption is not supported by 
the evidence. 

Research has consistently shown that people from black and 
minority ethnic groups use illegal drugs at a similar or lower rate 
than white people.9 The most recent Crime Survey for England and 

8. aLExaNdEr, m., 2012, thE NEw Jim Crow: mass 
iNCarCEratioN iN thE agE of CoLorBLiNdNEss, 
NEw york: thE NEw prEss. 

9. saNgstEr, d., shiNEr, m., patEL, k., aNd shEikh, 
N.,2002, dELivEriNg drug sErviCEs to BLaCk aNd 
miNority EthNiC CommuNitiEs, LoNdoN: homE 
offiCE; stEvENs, a., 2011,  drugs, CrimE aNd 
puBLiC hEaLth: thE poLitiCaL ECoNomy of drug 
poLiCy, aBiNgdoN, oxoN: routLEdgE.
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Wales (2011/12) found that adults from most black and minority 
ethnic groups reported much lower rates of ‘last year’ drug use 
than their white counterparts (see Figure 1). Although adults 
classified as mixed ‘race’ reported higher rates of use, these 
estimates were based on a small sample size (n=269) and may 
lack reliability (hence they have been excluded from Figure 1). The 
relatively moderate rates of drug use that are evident across most 
black and minority ethnic groups have been linked to broader 
lifestyle factors, including alcohol consumption, and culturally 
distinct orientations to consumption and intoxication that are 
shaped by religious influences.10

Information about involvement in drug supply offences is inevitably 
more limited, but there is no evidence to support the theory that 
drug dealing is higher amongst the black and minority ethnic 
groups  and what evidence we do have indicates that drug dealing 
may be more prevalent amongst white people.11

Figure 1 
Percentage of 16 to 59 year olds reporting use of illicit 
drugs in the last year by ethnicity, 2011/12 Crime Survey 
for England and Wales12

assEssiNg thE impaCt of drug Law ENforCEmENt
The analysis presented in this report is based largely on official 
statistics drawn from two principal sources. Under Section 95 of 
the Criminal Justice Act 1991, the secretary of state is required to 
publish information to enable those involved in the criminal justice 
system to avoid discrimination on grounds of race, sex or any other 
improper grounds (Home Office, 2000). Since the introduction of 
this requirement the Home Office, and latterly the Ministry of 
Justice, has regularly published statistics relating to Race and 
the Criminal Justice System. The most recent publication in the 
series covers the year 2009/10 and includes specific information 
about drug law enforcement. Drawing on data for 2009/10 and 
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10. shiNEr, m., 2009, drug usE aNd soCiaL 
ChaNgE: thE distortioN of history, 
BasiNgstokE: paLgravE maCmiLLaN.

11. stEvENs a, 2011, drugs, CrimE aNd puBLiC 
hEaLth: thE poLitiCaL ECoNomy of drug poLiCy, 
routLEdgE, uNitEd kiNgdom, pagE 98

12. homE offiCE, 2012, drug misusE dECLarEd: 
fiNdiNgs from thE 2011/12 CrimE survEy 
for ENgLaNd aNd waLEs, ENgLaNd aNd 
waLEs, https://www.gov.uk/govErNmENt/
puBLiCatioNs/drug-misusE-dECLarEd-fiNdiNgs-
from-thE-2011-12-CrimE-survEy-for-ENgLaNd-
aNd-waLEs--2 [aCCEssEd 04 JuLy 2013]

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/drug-misuse-declared-findings-from-the-2011-12-crime-survey-for-england-and-wales--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/drug-misuse-declared-findings-from-the-2011-12-crime-survey-for-england-and-wales--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/drug-misuse-declared-findings-from-the-2011-12-crime-survey-for-england-and-wales--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/drug-misuse-declared-findings-from-the-2011-12-crime-survey-for-england-and-wales--2
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2008/9 we have used the methodology developed by the Home 
Office to identify ethnic disparities in the way drug laws are being 
administered by the police and the courts. For more detail about 
this methodology please refer to Annex 1.

To augment the data published by the Ministry of Justice, Freedom 
of Information requests were sent to every police force in England 
and Wales. For the year 2009/10 each force was asked to provide an 
ethnic breakdown for: 

 - Stop searches for drugs; 
 - Cannabis warnings and penalty notices for disorder; 
 - Cautions for drug offences; and 
 - Charges for drug offences. 

Of the 42 forces contacted 28 provided a response to the questions 
posed. Those who did not provide data cited financial cost as 
the reason they could not meet the requirements of the request. 
However, only a limited number of forces provided sufficient data, 
from those providing such data the Metropolitan Police Service 
was chosen for more detailed analysis as the information they 
provided was robust and because the MPS undertakes 50% of all 
stop and searches for drugs in England and Wales.

poLiCE taCtiCs 
Before addressing the main findings of this paper it is important 
to note that the tactics used by the police to detect drugs are 
becoming ever more intrusive. People can be detained and strip 
searched before arrest if the police have ‘reasonable suspicion’ that 
they are in possession of drugs. This can sometimes be based on 
an indication from a sniffer dog, however evidence suggests that in 
74% of cases where a dog indicates positively no drugs are found.13 

Some of those who are strip-searched are not always taken to a 
police station. A ‘designated area’ can suffice and this can include 
a tent or a police station that is no longer in use. Young women 
have, in many cases, reported being searched for drugs by male 
police officers. Force can be used to break down doors where a 
person has been arrested for possession of drugs, even a small 
quantity, there is often little consideration as whether this is a 
proportionate and necessary response. In a society where the 
police are meant to be part of the community these tactics beg  
the question whether the police are a ‘force’ or a ‘service’. 

13. NEw south waLEs omBudsmaN, 2006,  
rEviEw of thE poLiCE powErs
(drug dEtECtioN dogs) aCt 2001, Nsw 
omBudsmaN, austraLia http://www.omBo.
Nsw.gov.au/__data/assEts/pdf_fiLE/0020/4457/
rEviEw-of-thE-poLiCE-powErs-drug-
dEtECtioN-dogs-part-1_oCtoBEr-2006.pdf 
(aCCEssEd 01 JuLy 2013) 

Having my daughter stopped and searched on her way to 
school twice upset her and has tainted her view of the police. 

White male, 47 years old

http://www.ombo.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/4457/Review-of-the-Police-Powers-Drug-Detection-Dogs-Part-1_October-2006.pdf
http://www.ombo.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/4457/Review-of-the-Police-Powers-Drug-Detection-Dogs-Part-1_October-2006.pdf
http://www.ombo.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/4457/Review-of-the-Police-Powers-Drug-Detection-Dogs-Part-1_October-2006.pdf
http://www.ombo.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/4457/Review-of-the-Police-Powers-Drug-Detection-Dogs-Part-1_October-2006.pdf
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poLiCE stop aNd 
sEarCh – thE 
'usuaL' suspECts
This section focuses on the rates of drug stop and searches 
for England and Wales in 2009/10. The report identifies: 

 - Over a million stop and searches were carried out by 
  the police, half were for drugs.
 - On average someone in England and Wales is stopped 
  and searched by the police for drugs every 58 seconds.  
 - Stop and searches for drugs are driving racial disparity 
  in the criminal justice system. 
 - There are significant variations in the rates that police  
  stop and search for drugs across the different police   
  forces. 
 - The Metropolitan Police Service and Merseyside Police  
  stop and search for drugs at a significantly higher rate  
  than any other police service. 
 - In England and Wales the overall rate for stop and  
  search for drugs is 10 people per 1000 residents. 
 - White people are stopped and searched for drugs at  
  a rate of 7 per 1000 residents. 
 - Asian people are stopped and searched for drugs at  
  a rate of 18 per 1000 residents. 
 - Black people are stopped and search for drugs at a  
  rate of 45 per 1000 residents. 

thE NatioNaL piCturE
The vast majority of police stop and search activity is carried out 
under Section 1 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 
(‘PACE) and associated legislation, including Section 23 of the 
Misuse of Drugs Act 1971. These powers allow police to stop and 
search an individual if they have ‘reasonable grounds’14 to believe 
that they will find: 

 - Controlled drugs 
 - An offensive weapon or firearm
 - A sharp article 
 - Prohibited fireworks 

14.what wiLL amouNt to rEasoNaBLE suspiCioN 
for a sEarCh dEpENds oN thE CirCumstaNCEs iN 
EaCh CasE.  thErE must BE somE iNdEpENdENt 
Basis - faCts, iNformatioN or iNtELLigENCE - for 
aN offiCEr to BELiEvE that thEy wiLL fiNd thE 
itEm thEy arE sEarChiNg for, aNd this CaNNot 
BE BasEd soLELy oN pErsoNaL faCtors suCh as 
appEaraNCE, prEvious CoNviCtioNs or prEJudiCEs 
towards iNdividuaLs or CErtaiN groups.
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 - Stolen goods
 - Articles which could be used to commit a crime
 - Articles which could be used to commit a terrorist attack 
 - Articles that could cause criminal damage

The number of stop searches carried out by the police has 
increased massively since the introduction of PACE15, showing year 
on year increases over the next decade and a half.16 There was a 
brief dip around the time the Stephen Lawrence inquiry published 
its findings, when police were said to be scared to stop and search 
black people for fear of being accused of racism, but the numbers 
quickly recovered.17 Stop and search has increased steadily since 
2001/2 from less than 750,000 to a peak of almost 1.3 million in 
2010/11, more than 1.2 million of which were carried out under 
PACE and associated legislation.  Despite a slight decline, there 
were still more than a million stop searches carried out in 2011/12.18 

Figure 2
Number of recorded ‘reasonable suspicion’ stop searches 
in England and Wales19a b

Recent increases in stop and search activity have been particularly 
marked in relation to drugs. Of the million or so ‘reasonable suspicion’ 
searches carried out in 2011/12, 50 per cent were for drugs. 

This means, on average, someone in England and Wales is 
stopped and searched by the police for drugs every 58 seconds. 

The extent to which the police use stop and search for drugs varies 
sharply between forces (see Figure 3). The Metropolitan Police and 
Merseyside Police make most use of stop and search for drugs, with  
the remaining 39 forces conducting substantially fewer drug searches 
per 1,000 population.20

15. sEarChEs uNdEr sECtioN 23 of thE misusE 
of drugs aCt 1971 arE CoLLatEd uNdEr paCE 
sEarChEs for thE purposEs of NatioNaL data.

16. saNdErs, a., youNg, r., aNd BurtoN, m., 2010, 
CrimiNaL JustiCE, oxford: oxford uNivErsity 
prEss.

17. shiNEr, m.,2010, ‘post-LawrENCE poLiCiNg 
iN ENgLaNd aNd waLEs: guiLt, iNNoCENCE aNd 
thE dEfENCE of orgaNisatioNaL Ego’, British 
JourNaL of CrimiNoLogy, 50(5): 935-953.

18. homE offiCE, 2012, poLiCE powErs aNd 
proCEdurEs ENgLaNd aNd waLEs 2010/11 - 
sECoNd EditioN (stop aNd sEarChEs) http://
www.homEoffiCE.gov.uk/puBLiCatioNs/
sCiENCE-rEsEarCh-statistiCs/rEsEarCh-
statistiCs/poLiCE-rEsEarCh/poLiCE-powErs-
proCEdurEs-201011/stops-sEarChEs-1011, 
(aCCEssEd 04 fEBruary 2013)

19a. homE offiCE, 2013, poLiCE powErs 
aNd proCEdurEs ENgLaNd aNd waLEs 
2011/12 https://www.gov.uk/govErNmENt/
puBLiCatioNs/poLiCE-powErs-aNd-
proCEdurEs-iN-ENgLaNd-aNd-waLEs-201112/
poLiCE-powErs-aNd-proCEdurEs-iN-ENgLaNd-
aNd-waLEs-2011-12 (aCCEssEd 04 JuLy 2013) 

19B. saNdErs, a., youNg, r., aNd BurtoN, m., 2010, 
CrimiNaL JustiCE, oxford: oxford uNivErsity 
prEss. NotE: sauNdErs Et aL NotE that thE 
proportioN of sEarChEs CarriEd out By thE 
poLiCE that arE rECordEd has iNCrEasEd 
from 40% to 75%. figurEs for 1986 to 1996/7 
arE takEN from saNdErs Et aL., (2010) whiLE 
thosE for 1997/8 oNwards arE takEN from thE 
poLiCE powErs aNd proCEdurEs sEriEs (2007/8 
aNd 2012)

20. thE City of LoNdoN CoNsistENtLy rEports 
high LEvELs of stop aNd sEarChEs pEr Capita 
BECausE of thE traNsiENt aNd NoN-rEsidENt 
NaturE of that arEa, aNd thErEforE is 
ExCLudEd for thE purposEs of this rEport.
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http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science-research-statistics/research-statistics/police-research/police-powers-procedures-201011/stops-searches-1011
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-201112/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-2011-12
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-201112/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-2011-12
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-201112/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-2011-12
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-201112/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-2011-12
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-201112/police-powers-and-procedures-in-england-and-wales-2011-12
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Figure 3
Overall drugs stop and search rate by forces, 2009/10 
(number of searches per 1,000 population)

Stop and searches for drugs are the highest reported number of any 
type of search in all police forces bar three.21

Figure 4 shows the search rate for drugs based on self-identified 
ethnicity22 across England and Wales. The graph shows that black 
people and Asian people are being stopped and searched at much 
higher rates for drugs than those who are white.

21. iN Both CLEvELaNd aNd ChEshirE morE 
‘rEasoNaBLE suspiCioN’ sEarChEs arE CarriEd 
out iN rEspECt of ‘goiNg EQuippEd’ aNd iN dEvoN 
aNd CorNwaLL thE poLiCE forCE rECord ‘othEr’ 
typEs of sEarChEs at a highEr ratE thaN aNy 
othEr spECifiEd CatEgoriEs.

22. aLL figurEs arE BasEd oN ‘sELf-idENtifiEd 
EthNiCity’ whErE thE pErsoN stoppEd aNd 
sEarChEd wiLL providE dEtaiLs oN thEir 
EthNiCity rathEr thaN ‘offiCEr idENtifiEd 
EthNiCity’. as statEd iN thE mEthodoLogy 
‘sELf-idENtifiCatioN’ statistiCs wiLL BE usEd 
throughout this rEport whErE possiBLE. 
additioNaLLy, thE sEarCh ratE is mEasurEd 
BasEd oN thE most rECENt CENsus data 
rathEr thaN pEggs- BasEd EstimatEs as 
this is dEEmEd morE rELiaBLE. pLEasE sEE 
thE mEthodoLogy sECtioN at aNNEx 1 of this 
rEport for morE dEtaiLs.
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Figure 4
Stop and search for drugs by self-identified ethnicity  
(rates per 1,000 population) 2009/10

In terms of the rates of disproportionality black people 
are stopped and searched at a rate of 6 times that of white 
people23, Asian people stopped and searched at a rate of 2.5 
times that of whites and for those identifying as mixed race 
the rate is 2 times. 

The extent to which people from black and minority ethnic groups 
were subject to disproportionately high rates of stop and search for 
drugs varies across England and Wales, with some forces reporting 
consistently marked disparities. Dorset police reported the highest 
rates of black / white disproportionality in 2009/10, stopping and 
searching black people for drugs at 17.3 times the rate of white 
people. In the same year Norfolk police stopped and searched black 
people at a rate of 8.6 times the rate of whites. Northumbria police 
was the only force to report searching black people for drugs at a 
lower rate than white people. 

The highest rates of Asian / white disproportionality in 2009/10 were 
reported by Gwent police, with Asian people being stopped and 
searched for drugs at almost six times the rate of whites, followed by 
Derbyshire, West Mercia, West Yorkshire and West Midlands police, 
with Asian people in those areas being stopped and searched for 
drugs at three to four times the rate of white people.
 
Disproportionality in relation to ‘mixed race’ people for 2009/10 was 
most marked in Nottinghamshire and Warwickshire, where people 
from mixed backgrounds were stopped and searched for drugs at 
three times the rate of white people. 

23. iN 2008/09 aNd 2009/10 iN ENgLaNd aNd waLEs 
BLaCk pEopLE wErE stoppEd aNd sEarChEd for 
drugs at 6.7 timEs aNd 6.3 timEs (rEspECtivELy) 
thE ratE of whitE pEopLE.
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drugs poLiCiNg drivEs raCiaL disparity
Ethnic disproportionality in the use of stop and search is not 
limited to drug searches. Stop searches for other articles, including 
stolen goods, weapons or evidence of breaking and entry24, are 
also targeted at people from black and minority ethnic groups 
at a higher rate than white people, but these disparities are less 
marked than those that are evident in relation to drugs. In 2009/10 
black people in England and Wales were subject to drug searches 
at 6.3 times the rate of white people and searches for other things 
at 5.0 times the rate of whites. Asian people were subject to drug 
searches at 2.5 times the rate of white people and searches for 
other things at 1.2 times the rate of white people. 

It is evident from these figures that the policing of drugs  
is an important driver of ethnic disparities in stop and 
search across England and Wales. 

drugs poLiCiNg iN LoNdoN
With the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) carrying out 50% of  
all drug stop and searches in England and Wales, it is important  
to consider how the policing of drugs impacts communities in  
the capital. 

The MPS covers the 32 boroughs of London. The data provided 
by the MPS was extremely comprehensive and allowed for a 
robust analysis of the situation in London regarding the policing 
of drugs and racial disparity. The data is broken down by Borough 
Operational Command Unit (BOCU), which are the regional units 
within the MPS and are based on the areas covered by the 32 
London boroughs. 

 - In 2009/10 the MPS carried out 34 stop searches for drugs per  
  1,000 residents.25 
 - For white people there were 24 stop searches for drugs per 1000  
  residents. 
 - For black people there were 66 stop searches for drugs per 1,000  
  residents.
 - Black people in London were stopped and searched for drugs  
  at nearly three times the rate of white people. 
 - Asian people were subject to stop and search for drugs at 1.5 
  times the rate of white people. 
 - In every BOCU in London except one26 black people were   
  stopped for drugs at a rate higher than those from the white   
  community.
 - In just under two thirds of London BOCUs Asian people were 
   subject to a higher rate of stop and search for drugs than white  
  people. 
 - There are significant variations in policing styles across the  
  boroughs, which on the balance of probabilities will have little  
  relation to the levels of drug use within a BOCU.

24. thEsE offENCEs arE rECordEd as CrimiNaL 
damagE; firEarms; goiNg EQuippEd; offENsivE 
wEapoNs; stoLEN propErty aNd othEr.

25. thE sEarCh ratE data providEd By thE 
mEtropoLitaN poLiCE sErviCE (‘mps’) variEd 
sLightLy from thE data providEd By thE 
miNistry of JustiCE whiCh rEportEd sEarCh 
ratEs for 2009/10 as 31 pEr 1000 of thE 
popuLatioN.

26. thE disproportioNaLity ratE iN BarkiNg aNd 
dagENham was 0.91 mEaNiNg that BLaCk pEopLE 
iN thE Borough wErE stoppEd aNd sEarChEd 
for drugs at a sLightLy LowEr ratE thaN 
whitE pEopLE.
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Figure 5
Rates of stop and search for drugs by London Borough, 
Metropolitan Police Service, 2009/10

The parts of London with high levels of deprivation27  
generally have the highest rates of drug searches.28 

Brent has the highest rate of stop and search for drugs with 62 
people per thousand being subject to a drugs stop and search. 
Tower Hamlets, Southwark, Newham, Hackney, Islington and 
Camden all reported search rates of between 40 – 60 people per 
thousand of the population. The exception to more affluent areas 
having lower levels of drug searches was Kensington & Chelsea, 
with a rate of 55 per 1000.

Figure 6 shows the rate of stop and search for drugs in London 
reflects the national picture where black and Asian people are 
stopped and searched at a higher rate than white people.  
Although it is important to note that the disproportionality ratio  
for the capital is smaller than the national figure.
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27. LEssEr r, 2011, ENgLish iNdiCEs of 
dEprivatioN: a LoNdoN pErspECtivE, grEatEr 
LoNdoN authority, iNtELLigENCE BriEfiNg 
http://data.LoNdoN.gov.uk/datastorEfiLEs/
doCumENts/id2010-a-LoNdoN-pErspECtivE.
pdf (aCCEssEd 01 JuLy 2013).  this rEports 
highLights that aLL thE Boroughs mENtioNEd 
raNk withiN thE top 50 of thE 326 LoCaL 
authoritiEs iN ENgLaNd oN at LEast oNE of thE 
summary mEasurEs of dEprivatioN. haCkNEy, 
towEr hamLEts, isLiNgtoN aNd NEwham arE iN 
thE top tEN most dEprivEd arEas iN ENgLaNd.

28. wEstmiNstEr is gENEraLLy ExCLudEd from 
thE LoNdoN ovErviEw duE to thE high LEvELs of 
humaN traffiC makiNg it diffiCuLt to assEss 
raCiaL disparity agaiNst thE popuLatioN data.

http://data.london.gov.uk/datastorefiles/documents/ID2010-a-london-perspective.pdf
http://data.london.gov.uk/datastorefiles/documents/ID2010-a-london-perspective.pdf
http://data.london.gov.uk/datastorefiles/documents/ID2010-a-london-perspective.pdf
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Figure 6
Stop and search for drugs by self-identified ethnicity (rates 
per 1,000 population) in the Metropolitan Police Service area
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The rates for stop and search in London are: white people 
24 per 1000; black people 66 per 1000; Asian people 37 per 
1000; and ‘other’29 20 per 1000. Excluding Westminster, the 
BOCUs with the highest drug search rates for black people 
were Kensington and Chelsea at 189 per 1000; Brent at 130 
per 1000; Camden at 121 per 1000; and Hammersmith and 
Fulham at 109 per 1,000. 

The search rate for white people did not exceed 50 per 1000 in  
a single London BOCU (excluding Westminster). 

In some London boroughs Asian people are also subject to high 
rates of drug stop and search. In 2009/10 police in Tower Hamlets 
searched Asian people at a higher rate (85 per 1000) than either 
black or white people. Compared to other London boroughs, Ealing 
and Newham report high rates of stop and search for the Asian 
community at 52 and 55 per 1000 respectively, Kensington and 
Chelsea also report high levels of such searches at 53 per 1000.

29. thE CatEgoriEs faLLiNg withiN thE 
dEfiNitioN of ‘othEr’ arE dark EuropEaN; 
oriENtaL; araBiaN/EgyptiaN; aNd uNkNowN.

When a child is stopped and searched it makes parents feel 
angry, powerless and frustrated. How can we tell children 
to respect the police when they are then treated with so 
little respect by them.

Black Caribbean female
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There are seven boroughs where racial disparities in the 
policing of drugs are particularly marked. In five of these 
boroughs - Camden, Ealing, Hammersmith & Fulham, 
Harrow and Wandsworth – black people are stopped 
and searched for drugs at between 4-5 times the rate of 
white people. In Kensington and Chelsea black people are 
searched for drugs at just over 5 times the rate of white 
people, while this rises to nearly six times in Richmond. 
All London boroughs except one – Barking & Dagenham - 
disproportionally police black people. 

Throughout London there is significant variation in levels of ethnic 
disparity and the policing of drugs. Some of the boroughs identified 
as having a high rate of disproportionality in relation to black 
people are some of the most affluent parts of the city. This variation 
is evidenced by the facts that in some of these boroughs, such as 
Richmond, the high rates of disparity are driven by the fact that 
police are stopping and searching white people for drugs at a very 
low rate.30 Conversely, Kensington & Chelsea police are stopping 
and searching white people at a relatively high rate compared to 
other London boroughs.  

Figure 7
Drug stop and search, black / white disproportionality  
by London Borough, Metropolitan Police Service 2009/10
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Ethnic disparities were also evident in boroughs with high overall 
search rates. In Hackney, Haringey and Tower Hamlets black 
people were stopped and searched for drugs at more than 2 times 
the rate of white people. 

Asian people are stopped and searched for drugs at twice 
the rate of white people in Ealing, Tower Hamlets and 
Waltham Forest. However, in 12 London boroughs31 Asian 
people are searched at a lower rate than white and black 
people.

youNg pEopLE aNd thE poLiCiNg of drugs
What we also know is that significant numbers of young people are 
being stopped and searched. In 2009/2010 the Metropolitan Police 
carried out nearly 280,000 stop and searches for drugs in London, 
half of which were carried out on people aged 21 and under. 

Almost 16,900 children aged 15 years or younger and 
nearly 550 aged 12 or below were searched by the MPS  
for drugs in 2009/10.

This can be a terrifying experience for a child and there is no legal 
requirement for the search to be carried out in the presence of an 
appropriate adult. 

thE povErty of stop aNd sEarCh
The social class of people searched is not recorded by the police. 
It is evident from Figure 7, however, that poorer communities, 
especially young people in these communities, are subject to more 
intensive policing than areas that are considered more affluent.  
Young people in poorer communities are also more likely to be in 
public spaces, because of a lack of space at home and therefore 
more visible to police. The reality, then, is that a black child who is 
a resident of Hackney, and on the streets of that borough, is much 
more likely to be stopped and searched than a white child  
in Notting Hill - drug policing drives this experience.32

31. thE Boroughs arE BarNEt, BExLEy BromLEy, 
ENfiELd, grEENwiCh, hariNgEy, kiNgstoN 
upoN thamEs, LamBEth, LEwisham, mErtoN, 
southwark aNd suttoN.

32. thE sEarCh ratE for BLaCk pEopLE iN 
haCkNEy duriNg 2009/10 was 66 pEr 1000 
whErEas thE sEarCh ratE for whitE pEopLE iN 
kENsiNgtoN aNd ChELsEa was 37 pEr 1000.

The police see black people as more likely to "cause 
trouble" and then try to establish their authority 
unnecessarily and in an offensive manner.

Stop and search has a negative impact. It shows that the 
police are not to be respected and that the community is 
not in their interests, and that there are deep problems at 
the very heart of our police force.

White and Black Caribbean Mixed Race Male
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is thE poLiCiNg of
drugs a good usE
of rEsourCEs? –
thE hit ratE

The arrest rate for drug stop and searches is one way of 
measuring the impact of stop and search: 

 - In 2009/10 the arrest rate from stop and searches for 
  drugs was 7%. 
 - The arrest rate for drugs is lower than other types of 
  stop and searches. 
 - Black people are arrested at 6 times the rate of white 
  people. 
 - In London 6% of drug stop and searches result in 
  arrest. 
 - The racial disparity that exists in relation to Asian 
   people at stop and searches generally fades away at 
  arrest. 

arrEst ratEs iN ENgLaNd aNd waLEs
Fewer than one in ten stop searches carried out for drugs 
across England and Wales result in arrest (see Figure 8).

Of the nearly 550,000 stop drug searches in 2009/10, only 40,000 
yielded an arrest. 

However, the police are now measuring success based on ‘hit 
rates’ rather than ‘arrest rate’. Hit rates also include instances 
where people who are caught in possession of small amounts of 
cannabis are issued with a cannabis warning or a penalty notice 
for disorder (‘PND’) instead of being arrested. The MPS have 
adopted this approach and have a ‘hit rate’ of 18.3%.33 However, 
this will arguably result in the police prioritising the detection of 
low level cannabis offences at the expense of policing more serious 
crime. Additionally, this approach does nothing to address the 
ethnic disparities that exist in relation to the policing of drugs. 

33. mps puBLiCatioN sChEmE, 2013, stop aNd 
sEarCh kEy pErformaNCE iNdiCator progrEss 
rEport, may 2013, http://www.mEt.poLiCE.uk/
foi/uNits/stop_aNd_sEarCh.htm (aCCEssEd 
17 JuLy 2013)

http://www.met.police.uk/foi/units/stop_and_search.htm
http://www.met.police.uk/foi/units/stop_and_search.htm
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Figure 8
Arrest rates – drug arrests resulting from stop & search, 
England and Wales 2009/10

The arrest rate from stop and search for drugs is broadly similar 
across ethnic groups, hovering between 7.4 and 7.9 per cent for 
white, black and ‘other’ ethnic groups in 2009/10, though it does 
fall to 5.3 per cent for Asians. As such, the ethnic disparities that 
are evident in relation to stop and search follow through to arrests, 
albeit at a slightly lower rate for Asians.   

Black people are arrested for drugs offences at 6 times  
the rate of white people, this is as a result of the high  
rates of disproportionality at stop and search meaning  
that more black people are entering the criminal justice 
system as a result of drugs policing.

The policing of drugs is driving down arrest figures. Nationally,  
the arrest rate for drugs is 7.1 per cent. For all offences including 
drugs it is 9.2 per cent and when drugs is removed from the rates 
for all other offences it is 11.2 per cent.

7%

93%
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Figure 9
Drug stop and search, black / white disproportionality  
by London Borough, Metropolitan Police Service 2009/10
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The proportion of drug searches resulting in arrest across 
the MPS is extremely low at six per cent. 

Even in the best performing borough, Islington, the arrest rate is 
only 8.7 per cent. At the other end of the scale, police in Richmond 
only arrest 4.1 per cent of those searched for drugs. As already 
noted, Richmond’s use of stop and search displays the highest rate 
of black/white disproportionality across London.  

The racial disparity that exists at stop and search for black people 
is reflected in the arrest figures. The ethnic disparity at arrest 
for black people in London is just over 3 times the rate of whites. 
This mirrors the disproportionately at stop and search, although 
it is slightly higher. This may be linked to the police response to 
possession of drugs detailed below. 

The BOCUs with the highest rates of disproportionately 
at stop and search also have the highest rates of 
disproportionality at arrest. 

arrEst ratEs iN LoNdoN 
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In relation to the Asian community, the disproportionality that 
exists for drug stop and searches in a number of London boroughs 
fades away at the point of arrest. Overall, the disproportionality 
arrest rate is 1.14, meaning there is near parity between white and 
Asian populations. However, five boroughs do report higher levels 
of disparity. In Ealing for example, Asian people are arrested at 2.4 
times the rate of whites. Interestingly, the rates of disparity that 
exist at stop and search in Tower Hamlets disappear at the arrest 
stage with Asians being arrested at almost the same rate as white 
people. 

It is important to remember that arrest does not mean that the 
person is necessarily prosecuted, so it is not always indicative of a 
successful case. Research has stated that the Crown Prosecution 
Service terminates higher rates of cases involving black and Asian 
people, suggesting ‘that the police may be presuming guilt in 
the case of some black and Asian suspects as a result of negative 
stereotyping yet where there is insufficient evidence to proceed 
against them.’34

Additionally, disproportionality may be higher at arrest in relation 
to black people as they are less likely to receive out of court 
disposals such as a cannabis warning or a penalty notice for 
disorder (‘PND’), this would not include cautions as these are 
usually preceded by arrest.

34. BowLiNg B & phiLips C , 2003, ‘poLiCiNg EthNiC 
miNoritiEs CommuNitiEs’, origiNaLLy puBLishEd 
iN NEwBurN, tim, (Ed.) haNdBook of poLiCiNg. 
wiLLaN puBLishiNg, dEvoN, uk, pp. 528-555,  
wiLLaN puBLishiNg Ltd, avaiLaBLE: http://
EpriNts.LsE.aC.uk/9576/1/poLiCiNg_EthNiC_
miNority_CommuNitiEs_(LsEro).pdf (aCCEssEd 
23 apriL 2013)

I was stopped and searched 10 times between the ages of 
16 and 21, but I have not been searched for 25 years. On 
every occasion I was searched it was for cannabis. My 
son is now the subject of recurrent stop and searches, I 
don’t know how many times the police have stopped and 
searched him. 

People who are stopped and searched are angry about 
being targeted. The disparity in stop and search is the 
most obvious form of racism that black people face.

All kinds of people take drugs, it is not limited to one race 
or class. I had to tell my son about the situation because of 
what I have been though, I had to tell him to be calm. You 
need to understand that even though you know it’s wrong, 
you have no control, you just have to let them do what they 
are going to do. It is never going to change, my complaint 
isn’t going to do anything. 

Black male 46 years old, father of a 21 year old son. 
Camberwell, London

http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/9576/1/Policing_ethnic_minority_communities_(LSERO).pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/9576/1/Policing_ethnic_minority_communities_(LSERO).pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/9576/1/Policing_ethnic_minority_communities_(LSERO).pdf
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how do thE poLiCE
rEspoNd to 
thosE Caught iN 
possEssioN of 
drugs?

The data obtained from the MPS provided details on  
how the police responded to people caught in possession  
of a drug: 

 - Black people are charged for possession of cannabis  
  at 5 times the rate of white people. 
 - The rate of disparity is higher for black people at  
  charge for cannabis possession than at cannabis  
  warning (3 times), demonstrating that black people  
  receive harsher sanctions for possession of cannabis. 
 - 56 per cent of white people caught in possession of  
  cocaine received cautions, the remaining 44 per cent  
  were charged. Of black people caught in possession  
  of cocaine, 22 per cent received cautions and 78 per  
  cent were charged for the offence.

Is the drug arrest rate for black people disproportionally higher 
than for white people because they are less likely to receive an 
out of court disposal that does not necessitate arrest, for example, 
a cannabis warning or PND? To test this theory, and to consider 
whether black or Asian people are treated more harshly, data was 
obtained from the MPS looking at the level of ethnic disparity that 
exists in relation to the police’s response when people are found in 
possession of either cannabis or cocaine.
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CaNNaBis warNiNgs, CautioNs aNd ChargiNg
For the very small percentage of people who are found with drugs 
after being stopped and searched by police, there are a number of 
criminal justice responses that can be deployed. These responses are: 

Cannabis warning – can be issued by a police officer where 
an individual has been caught in possession of a small amount 
of cannabis for the first time in a 12-month period. The warning 
is a sanctioned detection35 but it does not form part of a person’s 
criminal record. It is the least harsh response a police officer can 
officially take in relation to the possession of cannabis. 

Penalty Notice for Disorder (‘PND’) – a PND can be issued in 
relation to cannabis possession and usually occurs where someone 
has been caught in possession of a small amount of cannabis for the 
second time in a 12-month period and they have already received a 
cannabis warning. It is an on the spot £80 fine and as long as it is 
paid within 21 days there will be no further action. Like a cannabis 
warning, this is considered a sanctioned detection but does not 
form part of a criminal record. 

Caution – a caution can be issued by the police instead of charging 
and referring a person to court for prosecution. A person accepting 
a caution must admit their guilt and it does form part of a criminal 
record. A caution can be issued for possession (or in some limited 
cases possession with intent to supply) of any type of controlled 
drug. A caution is preceded by being arrested and brought in to a 
police station, unlike the cannabis warning and PND, which can  
be issued on the street. 

Charge – the police, along with the Crown Prosecution Service, 
can charge an individual for possession of drugs or possession with 
intent to  supply and the matter will be  referred to the courts to be 
dealt with.

how arE thE mEtropoLitaN poLiCE rEspoNdiNg to BmE 
CommuNitiEs Caught iN possEssioN of CaNNaBis?
The levels of racial disparity that exist at stop and search for black 
people will primarily result in disproportionality at all stages of 
the criminal justice system. However, if racial disparity is lower 
for out of court disposals than charge, when compared to the 
white population, we can conclude that those from black or Asian 
backgrounds are receiving tougher sanctions and/or responses. 

35. a saNCtioNEd dEtECtioN is: thE tiCk iN thE 
Box whEN a rECordEd CrimE is dEtECtEd, thE 
offENdEr idENtifiEd aNd thE issuE Brought to 
JustiCE, that is, EithEr a saNCtioN has BEEN 
issuEd or thE aLLEgEd dEfENdaNt has BEEN 
summoNEd to Court.
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thE BLaCk popuLatioN aNd CaNNaBis possEssioN offENCEs 
Figure 10 below details the disparity rates in relation to three 
possible criminal justice responses for possession of cannabis – 
cannabis warnings, cautions, and charge – charge is the most 
severe response. 

Figure 10
Stop & Search, Cannabis Warnings, PNDs, Cautions & 
Charges, disproportionality as compared to the white 
population, Metropolitan Police Force 2009/1036
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In the Greater London area black people are charged 
at 5 times the rate of white people and receive 
cannabis warnings at 3 times the rate. This jump in 
disproportionality at charge stage demonstrates that a 
black person is more likely to receive a harsher police 
response for possession of cannabis. 

The levels of racial disparity at all stages of response are of concern 
and in most boroughs the rates of disproportionality escalated in 
line with the severity of the response.

36. thE CatEgoriEs faLLiNg withiN thE 
dEfiNitioN of ‘othEr’ arE dark EuropEaN; 
oriENtaL; araBiaN/EgyptiaN; aNd uNkNowN.

I have been stopped and searched in the past and it made me 
feel unequal to my white peers. In order to reduce the chances 
of being stopped and searched I make an effort to dress more 
maturely and smarter. If I dressed in hoodies and tracksuits 
I believe that I would be stopped more often as that fits the 
stereotype that the police have. I don’t think that I should be 
restricted in what I wear but I’ve accepted that’s the way it is.

I know my rights with regards to stop and search and as a 
black male I feel that you have to know your rights as the 
police target you.

Black Caribbean Male (British), 28 years old, Electrician

BLaCk othEr

asiaN whitE ratE
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Figure 11
Cannabis charge - black / white disproportionality by 
London Borough, Metropolitan Police Service 2009/10
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Black people in Kensington & Chelsea are disproportionality 
charged for cannabis possession at a rate 13 times that of white 
people.  In Camden this rate is 10 times that of white people.  

Across London there is a marked increase between the disparity 
rates at cannabis warning and caution compared to charge, 
demonstrating that black people are significantly more likely to 
be subject to a more severe response when they are caught in 
possession of cannabis. 

Generally, in terms of sanctions for cannabis possession, most 
London BOCUs respond to Asian people at the same rate as the 
white population. In the whole of the capital, Asian people receive 
cannabis warnings at the rate of 1.2 times and are charged at a 
rate of 1.3.
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Figure 12 shows that 56 per cent of white people caught 
in possession of cocaine received cautions, the remaining 
44 per cent were charged. Of black people caught in 
possession of cocaine, 22 per cent received cautions and  
78 per cent were charged for the offence. 

Of Asian people caught in possession of cocaine, 36 per cent were 
cautioned and 64 per cent charged with the offence. This pattern is 
repeated throughout London.38  

The ethnic disparity that exists in relation to charging for cocaine 
possession is often high in those boroughs that have previously 
exhibited similar behaviour in relation to stop and search, arrest 
and responses to cannabis possession. In Kensington & Chelsea 
black people caught in possession of cocaine are charged at 
7 times the rates of whites. In Richmond, Haringey, Harrow, 
Wandsworth and Westminster, police charge those from the  
black community at a rate of 5 to 6 times.  

how arE thE poLiCE rEspoNdiNg to pEopLE from BmE 
CommuNitiEs who arE Caught iN possEssioN of CoCaiNE? 

The picture for those from the black community caught in 
possession of cocaine is even starker than that for cannabis. In 
every borough in London, except for Barking & Dagenham, black 
people are more likely to be charged for possession of cocaine than 
white people. In 19 out of the 32 London boroughs those from the 
black community are less likely to be cautioned than those from the 
white community.

Figure 12
Figure 12 Percentage of disposals by ethnicity for cocaine 
possession, Metropolitan Police Service 2009/1037
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37. thE LoNdoN figurEs for 2009/10 show 
that 56% of thE 2312 whitE pEopLE Caught iN 
possEssioN of CoCaiNE rECEivEd CautioNs, thE 
rEmaiNiNg 44% wErE ChargEd, of thE 827 BLaCk 
pEopLE Caught iN possEssioN of CoCaiNE 22% 
rECEivEd CautioNs aNd 78% wErE ChargEd for 
thE offENCE.

38. iN haCkNEy for ExampLE, 80% of thosE 
from a whitE BaCkgrouNd arE CautioNEd 
for CoCaiNE possEssioN aNd thE rEmaiNiNg 
20% arE ChargEd, whiLst of thosE Caught 
iN possEssioN aNd who arE BLaCk 33% arE 
CautioNEd aNd 67% arE ChargEd.
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Figure 13
Charged for cocaine possession – black/white disproportionality 
by London Borough, Metropolitan Police Service 2009/10
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The racial disparity that exists at stop and search drives 
the continued disproportionality throughout the criminal 
justice system; however the statistics on police charging 
decisions demonstrates that black people are far more 
likely to be charged with the offence of possession than 
white people.39 39. this pattErN was sEEN iN rELatioN to data 

CoLLECtEd from othEr poLiCE forCEs. of whitE 
pEopLE Caught iN possEssioN of CoCaiNE By wEst 
midLaNds poLiCE sErviCE 55% wErE CautioNEd, 
oNLy 14% of BLaCk pEopLE wErE CautioNEd for 
thE samE offENCE. iN avoN & somErsEt BLaCk 
pEopLE wErE arrEstEd for CaNNaBis offENCEs 
at 10 timEs thE ratE of whitE pEopLE.I have a very negative view of the police because of stop 

and search. I believe the police's use of stop and search is 
racist and used to oppress young Black and Asian people.

Parents whose children are stopped and searched  feel like  
their children are being regularly violated and humiliated 
and that the people who are supposed to protect their 
families are actually the ones doing the most harm.

Black African female
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prosECutiNg 
drug offENCEs 

The number of people being prosecuted annually for 
drug possession offences is at an all-time high. This is 
impacting disproportionally on young people and black 
people: 

 - 1 in 10 of those prosecuted for drug possession  
  offences are aged between 15 -18. 
 - Black people are sentenced at a rate of 4 to 4.5 times 
  that of white people for all drug offences. 
 - Black people are subject to immediate custody at a 
  rate of 5 times that of white people for drug  
  possession offences.

EsCaLatioN iN prosECutioNs for drug possEssioN offENCEs 
Every year approximately 80,000 people in England and Wales are 
prosecuted or cautioned for possession of drugs. 

In the 15 year period, 1996 to 2011, 1.2 million criminal 
records have been generated as a result of drug  
possession laws.   

In 2010 the Crown Prosecution Service brought more 
prosecutions for possession of drugs than in any other year 
since the introduction of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1971. 

In total, 43,406 people were found guilty of drug possession,  
this number dropped slightly in 2011 to 42,247.

Figure 14 shows a threefold increase in the number of people found 
guilty for possession of drugs for the period 1983 to 2011. The 
decrease in numbers between 2003 and 2008 is directly linked 
to the reclassification of cannabis from a Class B to a Class C 
substance and then back to Class B in 2009.
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Figure 14
Offenders found guilty at all courts of possession of drugs 
offences, England and Wales, 1983 to 201140
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The prosecution of cannabis is driving the increase in 
cases brought before the courts for possession of drugs.

Figure 15 shows that the number of convictions obtained for 
possession of cannabis now outstrips the number of cautions 
issued for the offence.  This is despite the availability of a number 
of out of court disposals for cannabis possession that do not result 
in a criminal record.

Figure 15
Criminal Justice Response to those caught in possession  
of cannabis 1993 - 201141, England and Wales 

40. miNistry of JustiCE, 2013, drugs: poLiCE 
CautioNs aNd CoNviCtioNs, aNswEr to 
parLiamENtary QuEstioN askEd By CaroLiNE 
LuCas mp (25 apriL 2013) http://www.
thEyworkforyou.Com/wraNs/?id=2013-04-
25d.150855.h (aCCEssEd 04 JuLy 2013)

41. iBid

CaNNaBis CautioN
CaNNaBis CoNviCtioN

http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2013-04-25d.150855.h
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2013-04-25d.150855.h
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2013-04-25d.150855.h
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In 2004, when cannabis was reclassified to a Class C drug, the 
Association of Chief Police Officers (‘ACPO’), with the support of the 
government, brought in cannabis warnings. At the time the chairman 
of the ACPO committee on drugs, Andy Hayman, stated that:
 
"In the spirit of the Home Secretary's decision to reclassify 
cannabis, the new guidance recommends that there should be 
a presumption against arrest. In practice, this means that in the 
majority of cases officers will issue a warning and confiscate the 
drug. Police officers will be expected to use their discretion.”42

 
In practice this is not what happened. In the first year of the scheme 
there was a 40% reduction in the number of cautions issued and 
prosecutions brought in respect of cannabis possession. However, 
that experience was short lived and there were steady increases in 
the numbers prosecuted from 2005 onwards. By 2011 the number 
of people found guilty at court for possession of the drug exceeded 
the number reported for the year preceding the introduction of the 
scheme. The number of cautions issued has also steadily increased 
but has not returned to the levels they were at prior to 2004, 
resulting in more people being prosecuted than cautioned. 

In terms of cannabis warnings, and the subsequent introduction 
of PNDs, the impact has been one of net widening. Rather than 
diverting people away from the criminal justice system, more 
people are being caught up in it. In 2008 the use of cannabis 
warnings peaked at 104,273. By 2011 this had dropped to 
79,16743, although this decrease will be partly associated with the 
reclassification of cannabis from Class C to Class B in January 
2009.  At the same time, the use of PNDs has increased from 8,267 
in 2009 (the year they were introduced for cannabis possession) 
to 15,704 in 201144. By 2011, compared to the period before the 
introduction of cannabis warnings,  the numbers caught up in the 
criminal justice system for possession of cannabis have more than 
doubled - to over 140,000 people.

Additionally, the number of possession offences charged45 by the 
Crown Prosecution Service has seen a rapid increase in recent 
years. Since 2007/08 the number of offences involving Class A drugs 
brought before the courts has decreased from 20,103 to 15,585 in 
2011/12. In relation to Class B drugs, primarily cannabis as identified 
above, the trend is very different, with 28,300 offences being brought 
for prosecution in 2007/08 and rising to 47,979 in 2011/12.

It could be assumed that this increase in offences charged could 
be related to the reclassification of cannabis in 2009. However 
when looking at the Class C figures there was only a decline of 
2,753 offences, from 6,698 charges in 2008/09 to 3,945 in 2009/10. 
The increase by almost 20,000 in Class B offences charged simply 
cannot be laid at the door of reclassification.

42. stEEL J, 2003, ‘poLiCE wiLL LEt most 
CaNNaBis usErs off with vErBaL warNiNg’, 
thE tELEgraph, http://www.tELEgraph.Co.uk/
EduCatioN/3317846/poLiCE-wiLL-LEt-most-
CaNNaBis-usErs-off-with-vErBaL-warNiNg.
htmL (aCCEssEd 03 JuLy 2013)

43. miNistry of JustiCE, 2012, CrimiNaL JustiCE 
statistiCs QuartErLy updatE to sEptEmBEr 
2012 statistiCs BuLLEtiN, https://www.gov.
uk/govErNmENt/upLoads/systEm/upLoads/
attaChmENt_data/fiLE/172773/CrimiNaL-
JustiCE-stats-sEpt-2012.pdf (aCCEssEd 30 
apriL 2013)

44. miNistry of JustiCE, 2011, CrimiNaL JustiCE 
statistiCs out of Court disposaLs sEptEmBEr 
2012 (ExCEL fiLE), taBLE Q2.1 https://www.
gov.uk/govErNmENt/puBLiCatioNs/CrimiNaL-
JustiCE-statistiCs-iN-ENgLaNd-aNd-waLEs-
EarLiEr-EditioNs-iN-thE-sEriEs (aCCEssEd 29 
apriL 2013)

45. offENCEs ChargEd rELatEs to thE NumBEr 
of offENCEs iN whiCh a prosECutioN is 
Brought aNd rEaChEs a first hEariNg at 
magistratEs Court. it doEs Not rEfEr to thE 
NumBEr of dEfENdaNts aNd CaN oftEN rEfLECt 
thE faCt aN iNdividuaL is ChargEd with morE 
thaN oNE drugs offENCE.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/3317846/Police-will-let-most-cannabis-users-off-with-verbal-warning.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/3317846/Police-will-let-most-cannabis-users-off-with-verbal-warning.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/3317846/Police-will-let-most-cannabis-users-off-with-verbal-warning.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/3317846/Police-will-let-most-cannabis-users-off-with-verbal-warning.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/172773/criminal-justice-stats-sept-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/172773/criminal-justice-stats-sept-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/172773/criminal-justice-stats-sept-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/172773/criminal-justice-stats-sept-2012.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/criminal-justice-statistics-in-england-and-wales-earlier-editions-in-the-series
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/criminal-justice-statistics-in-england-and-wales-earlier-editions-in-the-series
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/criminal-justice-statistics-in-england-and-wales-earlier-editions-in-the-series
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/criminal-justice-statistics-in-england-and-wales-earlier-editions-in-the-series
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There is no clear explanation as to why the CPS is 
bringing so many prosecutions against people caught in 
possession of drugs falling within this class of controlled 
substances46. This is despite CPS guidance stating that 
it may not be in the public interest to bring prosecutions  
‘where the drugs are of the so-called "softer" variety and 
where the amounts involved are small’.47

Every year, between 10% - 15% of all indictable offences brought 
before the courts are for drugs possession. In a time of severe 
austerity, where every part of the criminal justice system is seeing 
swathing cuts, policy makers need to consider whether this is an 
effective use of resources and need to consider the cost to society 
of criminalising 10,000s of people every year. 

agE of dEfENdaNts iN possEssioN CasEs
 - 1 in 4 defendants in possession cases were aged 21 or under;
 - 10% of those prosecuted for possession of drugs were aged  
  15 – 18 years old; 
 - 307 children aged 10 – 15 were subject to court proceedings  
  for possession of a controlled drug (there was one child aged  
  between 10 -12); 

In addition to the ethnically based disproportionality 
introduced into the criminal justice system, large numbers 
of young people are unnecessarily criminalised as a result 
of minor drug offences.

This has a significantly detrimental impact on them because 
they are more likely to re-enter the criminal justice system as a 
result, and may experience negative outcomes in terms of future 
employment; educational aspiration and increased stigmatisation. 

thE prosECutiNg of BLaCk pEopLE for drug offENCEs
As part of the research undertaken for this report we wanted to 
ascertain whether the racial disparity that existed in relation to 
the policing of drugs offences continued at the prosecution stage. 
To determine this, information was obtained via parliamentary 
questions and data held by the Ministry of Justice.48 

At this stage of the criminal justice system rates of racial disparity 
drift away for the Asian population, so we can conclude from 
the national picture and the MPS data above that it is only at 
the stop and search stage of drugs policing that there is a risk 
of disproportionality for this ethnic group in some parts of the 
country. The rest of this section will therefore only concentrate 
on the black population and the disproportionality they face in 
relation to the prosecution of drug offences and in particular drug 
possession offences. 

46. thE iNformatioN CoNtaiNEd iN this 
paragraph aBout thE Cps aNd offENCEs 
ChargEd is sourCEd from a parLiamENtary 
QuEstioN taBLEd By EmiLy thorNBErry 
mp http://www.thEyworkforyou.Com/
wraNs/?id=2012-12-18B.134369.h  
(aCCEssEd 30 apriL 2013)

47. CrowN prosECutioN sErviCE , 2013, drug 
offENCEs, iNCorporatiNg thE ChargiNg 
staNdard, http://www.Cps.gov.uk/LEgaL/d_
to_g/drug_offENCEs/#a09  
(aCCEssEd 17 JuLy 2013)

48. sENtENCiNg statistiCs usEd hErE arE 
takEN from thE suppLEmENtary taBLEs for 
thE miNistry of JustiCE (2011) statistiCs 
oN raCE aNd thE CrimiNaL JustiCE systEm 
2010, LoNdoN: miNistry of JustiCE, ChaptEr 
4, dEfENdaNts: CautioNs, prosECutioNs aNd 
sENtENCiNg, https://www.gov.uk/govErNmENt/
upLoads/systEm/upLoads/attaChmENt_data/
fiLE/172542/stats-raCE-CJs-2010.pdf  
(aCCEssEd 30 apriL 2013).

http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2012-12-18b.134369.h
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2012-12-18b.134369.h
http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/d_to_g/drug_offences/#a09
http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/d_to_g/drug_offences/#a09
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/172542/stats-race-cjs-2010.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/172542/stats-race-cjs-2010.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/172542/stats-race-cjs-2010.pdf
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For all drug offences, including trafficking offences,  
black people are sentenced at court at more than 4 times 
the rate of white people.49

When compared to other indictable offences the rate of 
disproportionality falls to 2 times, again demonstrating that 
policing and prosecution of drugs is driving racial disparity in  
our criminal justice system. 

It is important to note that the rate of disproportionality is lower  
at the prosecution stage for two main reasons:

1.  As previously stated, research shows that the CPS terminate 
higher rates of cases involving black and Asian people, the 
authors of this research suggested that this may be on the 
basis of insufficient evidence and the fact the police have 
based their assumptions on negative stereotyping of Asian  
and black people.50

2.  Additionally, the data for court proceedings details all cases 
where a person has been proceeded against for a possession 
or trafficking offence regardless of whether the alleged offence 
was detected through stop and search. This could include 
vehicle searches that fall outside PACE section 1, drug raids, 
people detected at nightclubs or festivals and where a search 
was not necessary.

Figure 16
Persons sentenced for indictable offences at Magistrates’ 
Court and Crown Court by ethnic appearance 2010, 
England and Wales

  ratE pEr 1,000 popuLatioN  disproportioNaLity (of whitEs)
 drug offENCEs whitE BLaCk asiaN othEr totaL BLaCk asiaN othEr

 NumBEr sEtENCEd 0.88 3.75 1.13 1.01 1.1 4.26 1.29 1.15

 aBsoLutE/ CoNditioNaL disChargE 0.14 0.43 0.1 0.08 0.16 3.02 0.74 0.59

 fiNE 0.33 1.55 0.45 0.22 0.42 4.62 1.36 0.65

 CommuNity sENtENCE 0.21 0.72 0.2 0.12 0.24 3.53 0.99 0.6

 suspENdEd sENtENCE 0.06 0.17 0.06 0.06 0.07 2.77 0.97 0.92

 immEdiatE Custody 0.11 0.64 0.26 0.5 0.17 5.56 2.31 4.34

 othErwisE dEaLt with 0.02 0.25 0.05 0.04 0.04 10.1 1.91 1.47

 aLL iNdiCtaBLE offENCEs whitE BLaCk asiaN othEr totaL BLaCk asiaN othEr

 NumBEr sENtENCEd 5.38 13 3.99 4.87 5.66 2.41 0.74 0.9

 aBsoLutE/ CoNditioNaL disChargE 0.73 1.26 0.34 0.46 0.73 1.72 0.46 0.63

 fiNE 0.88 2.46 0.75 0.54 0.97 2.79 0.85 0.61

 CommuNity sENtENCE 1.74 3.83 1.1 1.01 1.77 2.21 0.63 0.58

 suspENdEd sENtENCE 0.53 1.11 0.41 0.58 0.56 2.09 0.78 1.09

 immEdiatE Custody 1.24 3.45 1.16 2.06 1.35 2.78 0.94 1.66

 othErwisE dEaLt with 0.26 0.88 0.22 0.22 0.29 3.35 0.85 0.83

49. iBid – figurEs arE for 2009 & 2010 aNd Both 
rEport ratEs of 4.3 timEs morE LikELy to BE 
sENtENCEd thaN whitE dEfENdaNts.

50. BowLiNg B & phiLips C , 2003, ‘poLiCiNg EthNiC 
miNoritiEs CommuNitiEs’, origiNaLLy puBLishEd 
iN NEwBurN, tim, (Ed.) haNdBook of poLiCiNg. 
wiLLaN puBLishiNg, dEvoN, uk, pp. 528-555,  
wiLLaN puBLishiNg Ltd, avaiLaBLE: http://
EpriNts.LsE.aC.uk/9576/1/poLiCiNg_EthNiC_
miNority_CommuNitiEs_(LsEro).pdf  
(aCCEssEd 23 apriL 2013)

http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/9576/1/Policing_ethnic_minority_communities_(LSERO).pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/9576/1/Policing_ethnic_minority_communities_(LSERO).pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/9576/1/Policing_ethnic_minority_communities_(LSERO).pdf
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In terms of sentencing black people at both Magistrates’ Court 
and Crown Court disproportionality exists at every stage. This 
is mainly driven by disparities introduced earlier in the process, 
particularly at the point of stop and search. 

Sentencing decisions accentuate disproportionality in 
relation to immediate custody, with black people being 
imprisoned for drug offences at almost 6 times the rate 
of white people. It is this judicial response that elicits 
the highest rates of disparity and is much higher than 
immediate custodial sentences for other indictable 
offences. This judicial response is also apparent when 
comparing the rate at which black people are subject to 
immediate custody to the rate at which they are given a 
suspended sentence - the rate for a suspended sentence 
being almost half that of immediate custody. 

Specific analysis of Magistrates' sentencing decisions in relation 
to possession only offences also highlighted notable levels of 
ethnic disproportionality. At Magistrates' Court51 black people are 
proceeded against at a rate 4.5 times that of whites. They are also 
found guilty of a possession offence at a rate of 4.5 times that of 
whites and are subject to custody at a rate of 5 times that of whites. 

Whilst the risk of a custodial sentence for a drugs possession 
conviction is low (in 2011 1,247 people were sentenced to 
immediate custody for possession of drugs, approximately 50% of 
whom were serving concurrent sentences)52, it still seems absurd 
that people are going to prison for possession of drugs at all. 
Moreover, the risk of this occurring is much greater for those  
from the black community.

51. thE vast maJority of possEssioN oNLy 
CasEs arE dEaLt with at magistratEs’ Court.

52. this iNformatioN was oBtaiNEd through a 
parLiamENtary QuEstioN taBLEd By BaroNEss 
mEaChEr.

The police stop people on their gut instinct, their gut 
instinct is racist even if they don’t realise it themselves, 
individual police officers need to be brought to account to 
face up to how their actions reveal their thinking. 

Children have both a fear of police officers and a fear of 
criminals. When adults talk about the actions of police 
officers that are seen as racist it affects the perceptions of 
their children. Seeing somebody they know being stopped 
and searched can be confusing and frightening for them.

The people who are struggling the most in society are 
targeted the most. That isn’t to do with drugs.

Black British male, 53 years old, father of two sons  
aged 22 and 11, Youth Worker
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what is driviNg thE 
poLiCiNg of drugs?

"Despite assurances from the current Government about 
the removal of central targets there is still a really strong 
performance management culture in the service, which 
has created a generation of people who are great at chasing 
targets but do not always recognise that doing  
the right thing is the best thing for the public."53

— Chief Superintendent Irene Curtis

It is difficult to assess the logic behind the way drugs are policed. 
One possibility is the embedded nature of the target culture after 
years of performance driven targets based on stop and search and 
sanctioned detections.  

The most recent ‘Crime Survey for England and Wales’54 (‘CSEW’) 
identified that the significant increase in the number of recorded 
drug offences was linked to the previous government’s Public 
Service Agreement targets (2004/05 and 2008/09). This led to a 
target driven approach whereby policing priorities were based on 
increasing the number of offences brought to justice. 

The Office for National Statistics, who produced the CSEW, stated 
that this approach ‘illustrates how proactive policing can increase 
crimes against society as the number of drug offences recorded by 
the police is heavily dependent on police activities and priorities’.55 
The report also goes on to say that the increases in police recorded 
drug offences were not a reflection of real increases in drug use.56

Senior police officers advise that there are no targets set for those 
policing the streets, and whilst it is true that there is now no 
national policy57 detailing the need for individual officers to meet 
performance indicators in terms of recorded sanctions, at a local 
level a different picture emerges. 

Anecdotally, there is evidence that police performance continues 
to be measured on the basis of targets. The targets are linked to 
sanctioned detections: the tick in the box when a recorded crime is 
detected, the offender identified and the issue brought to justice. A 
resolved murder case counts as one sanctioned detection as does a 
rape case. A cannabis warning counts as one too.
 

53. prEss assoCiatioN, 2013, ‘poLiCE 
pErformaNCE targEts CausE 'dysfuNCtioNaL 
BEhaviour' aNd shouLd BE CurBEd says NEw 
ChiEf supEriNtENdENt’ huffiNgtoN post uk, 
http://www.huffiNgtoNpost.Co.uk/2013/03/17/
poLiCE-targEts-CurBEd_N_2897721.htmL 
(aCCEssEd 05 may 2013)

54. offiCE for NatioNaL statistiCs, 2013, CrimE 
iN ENgLaNd aNd waLEs, yEar ENdiNg marCh 2013: 
statistiCaL BuLLEtiN, oNs, http://www.oNs.
gov.uk/oNs/dCp171778_318761.pdf (aCCEssEd 04 
august 2013)

55. iBid at pagE 72

56. iBid

57. thE CoaLitioN govErNmENt sCrappEd 
pErformaNCE rELatEd targEts iN 2010.

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/03/17/police-targets-curbed_n_2897721.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/03/17/police-targets-curbed_n_2897721.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/dcp171778_318761.pdf
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/dcp171778_318761.pdf
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For police officers this approach means that there is an 
incentive to police low level easily detected crime, such as, 
the possession of cannabis, in order to hit targets. 

Imagine that it is the end of the month and your target sanctioned 
detections for that period are not sufficient, the easiest way to 
obtain your quota is to go to an area where you know young people 
may be smoking cannabis.  

One example of this comes from research that focused on the 
drivers for policing. This research found that policing of drugs 
was less about drugs policy and more about police performance.58 
The author’s experience of the police reflected the target driven 
discourse, where officers were judged as succeeding based on the 
number of sanctioned detections they made. 

This research found that when dealing with a shoplifting case, it 
may take an officer 16 hours to process and for it to be recorded as 
a sanctioned detection. More serious cases such as burglary and 
sexual assaults are, in most cases, referred up to senior officers and 
therefore the sanctioned detection is not available to the officer 
policing the streets. 

However, a cannabis warning takes on average between  
30 minutes to an hour to issue and process, and as such 
is one of the easiest ways for a police officer to get a 
sanctioned detection. 

To put this into context, the report’s author describes a conversation 
with a police officer at the start of a shift: 

‘On several occasions I worked with officers who immediately upon 
starting their shift went out to find cannabis. I was quite surprised 
and I said straight off the bat, ‘it is the beginning of the night shift 
why are we going to this park to look for cannabis?’ The officer 
said quite bluntly ‘well I need to get a sanctioned detection, this is 
a quick way to do it, and afterwards, if we get it now, I can spend 
the rest of the shift doing real policing. Doing the things that the 
community want, doing the things that I feel good about doing, and 
engaging in, so if I get this out the way now we can move on”’.59

For a police officer who needs to meet targets to show that he or she 
is doing a good job and might therefore be considered for promotion 
the policing of cannabis is probably the most expedient method of 
obtaining that sanctioned detection. 

Finding cannabis is easy, most police officers will know 
where people, especially young people, are smoking it and 
so there is an incentive to police this activity even though it 
is not a priority for the community.

58. BEar d, 2012, ‘QuEstioNiNg stop aNd sEarCh: 
CouLd drugs poLiCy aCtuaLLy havE a NEgativE 
impaCt oN thE CommuNitiEs that it is dEsigNEd  
to protECt?’, LsE, http://www2.LsE.aC.uk/
rEsEarChaNdExpErtisE/rEsEarChhighLights/
Law/QuEstioNiNg-stop-aNd-sEarCh.aspx 
(aCCEssEd 05 may 2013)

59. iBid – podCast at 3.43 miNutEs.

http://www2.lse.ac.uk/researchAndExpertise/researchHighlights/Law/Questioning-stop-and-search.aspx
http://www2.lse.ac.uk/researchAndExpertise/researchHighlights/Law/Questioning-stop-and-search.aspx
http://www2.lse.ac.uk/researchAndExpertise/researchHighlights/Law/Questioning-stop-and-search.aspx
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In a 2009 poll of Londoners’ main crime concerns, drugs were 
ranked 19th as a priority.60 Interestingly the number one priority was 
‘community engagement’, something that is arguably undermined 
by stop and search tactics. Another survey carried out by an 
IPSOS Mori for the Police Federation in 2011 found only 9% of those 
surveyed thought that cannabis use was a priority for the police.61

In order to ascertain whether officers perceived the notion of 
sanctioned detections and targets as a driver in the way they 
police, we analysed media stories and went onto some of the  
blogs and chat rooms where police officers freely discuss their role. 
Below are some of the comments we found:

“If you weren’t doing at least three stop-and-searches per shift,  
you had to explain yourself.”62

 “For consideration for promotion above the rank of inspector, the 
prospective candidate must be recommended by their direct line 
manager. This is highly subjective, and breeds nepotism. Following 
a recommendation, an application form based on "competencies" 
is required. This barely acknowledges public service, but relies 
almost entirely on the ability to achieve set performance targets. 
It is therefore in the interest of every promotion-hungry officer to 
chase targets.”63

I’ve been stopped and searched approximately 15 times 
in my life. I’ve never complained after a stop and search 
because I feel that it would be pointless and no action 
would be taken.

It feels that the police make up a reason on the spot to stop 
and search people and I think it is often down to racial 
stereotyping.

I think that the police trying to enforce laws against 
cannabis use and reduce its circulation and use at a street 
level is a complete waste of time. I think that they should 
tackle the main suppliers of the drug as opposed to the end 
users. The police stopping individuals from using cannabis 
will not lead to the police disrupting the cannabis industry 
as a whole.

If I were a police officer I would focus on street robbery, 
violent assaults and offensive weapons. I would not treat 
cannabis possession as a higher priority than these sorts 
of crimes.

Black Caribbean Male (British), 28 years old.
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62. Chitty a, 2013, ‘thE LoNdoN mEt: Not raCist, 
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“Forces were pushed to obtain ‘sanctioned detections’. In simple 
terms this meant that for every recorded crime, if it could be 
marked (subject to specific criteria) as ‘detected’ then it was 
a big positive tick in the statistical figures. Officers were put 
under pressure to ensure they met a certain quota of ‘sanctioned 
detections’ every month”.64  

“The problem is, in Blandmore, a good proportion of our detection 
rate comes from "street warnings" for cannabis, whereby an officer 
can fill out a quick questionnaire and claim a sanction-based 
detection towards his area's performance”.65

Simon Guilfoyle, a serving police inspector, in his book ‘Intelligent 
Policing: How Systems Thinking Methods Eclipse Conventional 
Management’66 states that the official policy line of the last few 
years argues for more ‘officer discretion and common sense’67,  
and less reliance on numerical targets. But Guilfoyle argues that 
this is not what happens in practice: 

“We were recently told that our BCU [Basic Command Unit – in 
essence, a police division] PACE 1s [stop and searches] had fallen 
to an unacceptable level on our internal force league table and that 
we needed to stop-search more people.”68

Guilfoyle refers to the research by the former Chief Constable Peter 
Neyroud and Dr. Emma Disley of the RAND Corporation, which 
stated that the effect of having a target driven culture would 
undermine the effective investigation of serious criminal offences. 
They state that police officers would inevitably focus on volume 
crimes at the expense of proper investigation of serious crimes.69 

So whilst the current government has attempted to do away with 
the target culture of the 1990’s and the first decade of the 21st 
century, it appears that the practice is still active on the ground. If 
this is the case then there is little doubt that the police are being 
incentivised to proactively seek out crimes that are easily detected, 
such as cannabis possession. The volume of stop and searches 
for drugs goes some way to supporting this position. The fact that 
a drug possession offence carries the same weight in terms of 
police targets as a serious crime is a significant problem. Equally 
problematic is the idea that rates of stop and search count towards 
performance indicators.

Some police forces have recognised that the sheer volume of stop 
and search is a problem that must be addressed. The Met Police 
Commissioner, Bernard Hogan Howe, has stated that the number 
of negative drug searches must fall by half, but did so in the year 
that the overall number of stop searches reached an all-time high. 
Reducing negative searches will not necessarily discourage officers 

64. thE Custody rECord, 2013,‘gEttiNg CautioNs 
uNdErstood’, http://thECustodyrECord.
wordprEss.Com/2013/04/04/gEttiNg-CautioNs-
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from seeking people who are in possession of drugs, especially 
cannabis, and will not address the real issue – that communities 
want police to deal with the crimes that are most damaging, property 
crimes and violent crimes. Although the number of stop searches in 
the Capital has fallen to just below 350,000 in the last 12 months, it 
was still the case that 190,000 or 54 per cent were for drugs. 
 
Caution needs to be exercised when using ‘hit rates’ or arrest rates 
as a performance management target. Reducing negative drug 
searches is clearly desirable, but there is a danger that setting 
targets to this end will create perverse incentives, encouraging 
officers to pursue a formal sanction when they would not do so 
otherwise (so they get the ‘hit’) or to not make a record in an 
attempt to hide unsuccessful searches. Because arrest is an 
intermediate outcome and is not an end in itself, it is a poor 
indicator of success. A low hit rate is a matter for concern because 
it indicates that officers are setting the bar for reasonable suspicion 
too low, subjecting members of the public to unnecessary, and 
arguably illegal, searches. While a high hit rate may indicate more 
targeted use of stop and search it may, alternatively, be indicative 
of inappropriate use of formal sanctions, including poor quality 
arrests, pushing the problem deeper into the criminal justice 
system, or of selective record keeping. If arrests are to be used 
as a performance indicator it is vital that the police are able to 
distinguish between these possibilities. 
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thE rEform of 
stop aNd sEarCh 
is positivE for 
thE poLiCE aNd 
thE CrimiNaL 
JustiCE systEm 
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“It is time to look more fundamentally at the regulation of 
police coercive powers. If, as it appears to be the case, the broad 
power to stop and search citizens in a public place is still not 
being used fairly after eight years of reform ‘post-Lawrence’, 
then there is a very strong case for a fresh approach.”70

As stated, the substantial level of stop and search in the name of 
locating drugs is a significant driver of racial disparity within the 
criminal justice system. With hundreds of thousands of people subject 
to police interference on the streets of England and Wales every year 
- with the specific aim of detecting drugs - and with only a 7% arrest 
rate, a review of drug policy and the decision to police low level drug 
use is the ‘fresh approach’ that is needed. 

The existence of disproportionate policing is unjust. But added to  
this it is bad for policing. The benefits of reducing, or ending, stop  
and searches for drug possession could have a positive impact on 
both policing and on communities who are affected by high levels of 
over policing.  Academic research in recent years has established that 
police legitimacy can be negatively affected by the use of stop and 
search in an unfair and discriminatory manner.  

In those communities where young black or Asian men are 
repeatedly subjected to high levels of stop and search, their 
perception of the police is often a negative one. 

Imagine you are someone who has been stopped and searched 30 
times in the space of six months, often on the grounds of suspected 
cannabis possession. What impact would that have on your view 
of the police? If you were a victim of a crime or a witness to a crime 
would you be likely to report it to the police? What about your view  
of other state institutions, would their legitimacy be affected by  
your experiences of the police?  Would you be pushed further away 
from mainstream society and therefore more likely to commit crime? 
What about those who live in your community? Would they view 
the police in a positive light or would they perceive the police as a 
negative presence in their neighbourhood? It is our position that the 
racial disparity that exists in the policing of drugs impacts on the 
ability of police to operate effectively in certain communities and  
that these communities feel as if they are being policed rather than 
being protected by the police.

It is difficult to explain to children why they are being 
treated differently than their white peers and it is difficult 
to report any other crimes to police as I have lost all 
confidence in their ability to protect me and my family. 

I distrust the police and think most of them have a racial 
bias against black people.

Black African male.

70. BowLiNg B & phiLLips C, 2007, 
‘disproportioNatE aNd disCrimiNatory: 
rEviEwiNg thE EvidENCE oN poLiCE stop aNd 
sEarCh’, thE modErN Law rEviEw, 70(6) 939-961, 
at pagE 960
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The issue of the disproportionate policing of BME communities is 
not a new one. Stop and search powers have been repeatedly cited 
as a flashpoint in some of the greatest disturbances witnessed in 
modern day Britain. Both the Brixton Riots of the 1980s and the 
more recent riots of August 2011 were linked to the discriminatory 
use of stop and search.71 The tragic murder of Stephen Lawrence, 
and the subsequent MacPherson inquiry into policing, highlighted 
the problems that exist in relation to stop and search, and drew 
particular attention to the issue of drugs legislation. 

For over 30 years stop and search has been in the spotlight 
and despite the calls for reform and the various inquiries, 
the level of racial disparity has continued to rise. 

Recent reports by the Equality and Human Rights Commission72 
and the Police Foundation73 have highlighted the continued 
problems and increasing rates of racial disparity that exist in 
relation to stop and search.

“The blunt reality, more than a decade after Macpherson and 
several years after the reforms were implemented, is that 
aggregate- measured levels of disproportionality for grounds-based 
searches have not improved. Moreover compared to the later 
1990s, the situation has become worse for black and Asian people. 
The relative chances of people in these groups being searched, 
compared to whites have apparently increased.”74

 
This presents a rather bleak picture in that the level of 
racial disparity has worsened in the last decade. Sadly the 
recommendations of the Scarman report and the Stephen 
Lawrence Inquiry seem to have had little, if any, impact.
 
As already indicated, the impact of disproportionate policing 
has wider implications beyond inequality and unfairness. It also 
affects the ability of the police to perform their role effectively and 
potentially creates a number of other unintended consequences.  
The issue of police legitimacy and procedural fairness has received 
greater attention in the UK over the last decade.  Repeatedly 
academics both in the UK and the US have stated that the public 
care more about police treatment and that ‘fair [police] treatment 
is linked to trust, legitimacy, cooperation and compliance with the 
law’75 than they do about ‘police effectiveness’.76 As highlighted by 
Bradford et al ‘when people do not feel a duty of deference toward 
the police, do not feel that police share their values, and who 
believe the police do not abide by the rules, legitimacy is fragile 
and may, in certain communities at least, be effectively absent.’77 
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A negative encounter with the police can undermine 
cooperation between the police, individuals and 
communities. For individuals who have been frequently 
stopped and searched, or who have had a negative 
encounter with the police, they are unlikely to seek the 
assistance of the police whether as victims of a crime or 
witnesses to one. 

This in turn will have an adverse impact on the communities 
where they live which ‘will suffer collectively as issues of law and 
disorder are less likely to be addressed – and even when police 
action is forthcoming its effectiveness will be damaged if officers 
are unable to rely on the assistance of local people, whether as 
victims, witnesses, or sources of information’.78 Additionally, 
there is evidence that those who do perceive the police as lacking 
legitimacy are more likely to ‘engage in ‘self-help’ violence’79, clearly 
an extremely damaging consequence. Finally, it appears that 
negative experiences of the police can increase the risk of social 
exclusion80 and lead to a greater likelihood of an individual entering 
the criminal justice system.81 

The high rates of disproportionality that exist throughout the 
criminal justice system are largely driven by policing practices. 
However, judicial decision making does result in higher rates 
of black people being imprisoned for drug offences, including 
possession offences. When comparing the rates of ethnic 
disparities that exist in relation to sentencing of other offences 
(excluding drugs) it is clear that it is drug offences that are driving 
the disproportionality in the judicial process. 
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Stop and search embitters our children when we have 
taught them to be law abiding, disciplined and honest. 
When you are constantly stopped and searched, what's  
the point of being law abiding then?

Black Caribbean female
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how CaN thE poLiCE opEratE iN a morE fair aNd  
EffECtivE maNNEr? 
Procedural fairness is cited as a theory the police should base 
their practices on. This approach is ‘characterized by neutrality on 
the part of the authorities, voice in the interaction on part of the 
individual, treatment that is respectful, open and dignified, and the 
development of mutual trust’.82 So in order for the police to behave 
in a procedurally fair manner they must not be seen as acting in 
the interests of one part of society, they must treat the individual 
being stopped with respect and must give that individual the 
opportunity to air their views on the interaction. 

Additionally the concept of distributive fairness83, (the activity of 
policing must be equally applied to all in society), must be adhered 
to. Clearly, the racial disparity that exists in the policing of all 
offences undermines the principles of procedural and distributive 
fairness. Whilst we would advocate that all stop and searches 
should be carried out in a respectful, fair and equitable way, this 
does not go far enough in addressing the levels of disproportionality 
within the criminal justice system. Equally, it is impossible for the 
police to monitor all drug possession and therefore it is time for a 
rethink on how we best manage drug use in a 21st century society.

For over 30 years there has been debate on how to address 
racial disparity within stop and search. Despite well-
meaning reports and inquires nothing has changed and 
arguably things have got worse. Change will only be 
achieved by meaningful policy reform in this area. Taking 
drug possession out of the criminal justice system is one 
way of significantly reducing the levels of stop and search 
we are currently witnessing.

how CaN thE JudiCiary makE fairEr dECisioNs?
From the analysis above it is apparent that the judiciary are 
sentencing black people to immediate custody at a higher rate 
than they are giving suspended sentences. This disproportionality 
needs to be addressed as the significant damage done by 
imprisoning people cannot be overstated. Not only does prison 
have a negative impact on the individual in terms of employment 
and future opportunities but it also can be detrimental to the family 
of the person sentenced. 

Custodial sentences should only be used for those whose 
criminal activity means they are a danger to others.  
The use of prison for those caught in possession of  
drugs should be abolished.

Whilst the numbers of people imprisoned for possession are small, 
it will invariably be those who have previously committed drug or 
drug related offences. Often this group will be problematic drug 
users and as such prison is a wholly inappropriate environment, 
where their drug use is treated as a criminal justice problem rather 
than a health issue. 
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takiNg drug possEssioN out of poLiCiNg – thE BENEfits?
The policing of drugs takes up a significant amount of police time, 
accounting for over 50% of stop and searches annually. Crucially, 
it drives racial disparity within the criminal justice system. In a 
time of limited resources and economic austerity is this the best 
use of police time? Do communities want the police to be focussed 
on low level drug use at the expense of investigating crimes 
people care about like violent and property crimes? We argue that 
the answer to both of those questions is no. By focusing police 
efforts on procedural and distributive fairness instead of diverting 
resources and energy to the pursuit of low-level drug possession, 
the following can be achieved:
 
 - Improved confidence in the police by reducing the number  
  of negative encounters;
 - Freeing up police time so that they can target serious crime;   
 - Improved cooperation between individuals, communities  
  and the police; 
 - Reduced risk of public disorder.
   
For over 30 years the police have demonstrated that they cannot 
address or tackle the racial disparity in stop and search. The only 
genuine reform that would have immediate benefits is the removal 
of stop and search powers for drug possession.
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The policing and prosecution of drug offences is not being equally 
applied to all those who use drugs. It is impossible for the State to 
police the estimated 3 million people who use drugs annually in 
the UK. Instead, certain groups are the focus of enforcement. 

In the USA the disproportionate impact of the drug laws on the 
black community has led to the ‘War on Drugs’ being referred to as 
‘The New Jim Crow’.84 Although the historical context is different 
in the UK, what can be said is that ‘The deliberately inflicted pains 
of drug control have usually fallen most heavily on the poor and 
visible minorities’.85 

The inequality that exists throughout the criminal justice system 
demonstrates that many from the black community are subject 
to substantially different treatment than those from the white 
community. Not only does this disproportionality harm individuals 
policed and prosecuted for minor drug offences, but this potentially 
seriously impacts on the trust and confidence these communities 
will have in the police and the criminal justice system. 

The policing of cannabis has been driving the trend for increased 
stop and searches and prosecutions. Indeed part of the reason for 
developing the cannabis warning scheme was, according to the 
MPS, because:  “As the majority of people accused of cannabis 
possession are young male adults, it is hoped the policy will have 
had a positive effect in reducing friction between young people 
and police, thereby improving public/police relations”.86 The 
evidence from this report demonstrates that cannabis warnings 
are not being used proportionality across ethnic groups, and in 
fact the policy has been counterproductive. This scheme has led 
to net widening whereby significantly more people are caught up 
in the criminal justice than prior to the introduction of cannabis 
warnings. 

There are fundamental problems in the policing and prosecution of 
drug possession offences in the UK. Despite decades of identifying 
poor policing practices that result in a negative relationship, and 
treatment, of the black community, little has changed in terms of 
the racial disparity that occurs, and arguably the rates and depth of 
disparity have worsened. Significant policy reform is the only way 
to achieve a positive change in policing practices in this area. In 
other parts of world, where drug policing has been used as a tool 
to control and contain certain sections of society, the issue of drug 
policy reform has been at the forefront of the debate. 

84. aLExaNdEr m, 2012, thE NEw Jim Crow: mass 
iNCarCEratioN iN thE agE of CoLorBLiNdNEss, 
usa, NEw prEss 

85. stEvENs a, 2011, ‘drugs, CrimE aNd puBLiC 
hEaLth: thE poLitiCaL ECoNomy of drug poLiCy’, 
routLEdgE, uNitEd kiNgdom, pagE 95

86. mps., 2010, moNitoriNg rEport for 
thE poLiCy oN ENforCEmENt of CaNNaBis 
possEssioN as a CLass B CoNtroLLEd drug,  
LoNdoN: mEtropoLitaN poLiCE sErviCE, http://
www.mEt.poLiCE.uk/foi/pdfs/poLiCiEs/
CaNNaBis_moNitoriNg_rEport.pdf (aCCEssEd 
17 JuLy 2013)

CoNCLusioN

http://www.met.police.uk/foi/pdfs/policies/cannabis_monitoring_report.pdf
http://www.met.police.uk/foi/pdfs/policies/cannabis_monitoring_report.pdf
http://www.met.police.uk/foi/pdfs/policies/cannabis_monitoring_report.pdf
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New York City has one of the worst rates of racial disparity in 
terms of its citizens being stopped and frisked. Nearly 400,000 
were stopped and frisked in NYC in 2011 alone. Like in the UK, 
this was largely driven by drugs (primarily cannabis) and it 
disproportionately impacted on blacks and Hispanics.87

The situation in New York has led to politicians, including the 
Governor, to call for reforms in state drugs legislation that would 
decriminalise the possession of cannabis in a public place. State 
officials have recognised that the only way to change police 
behaviour is to change the law around the possession of cannabis. 
It is time for the UK government to address the significant damage 
being done by the policing of drug possession offences and to 
consider the alternative, namely, the decriminalisation of drug 
possession. 

Drug decriminalisation has been adopted in over 20 countries88 
around the world and has not led to an increase in drug use. We 
could learn from these experiences to ensure the implementation of 
this model is effective in its aim of reducing the negative impact of 
criminal justice interventions and treating drug use as educational 
and public health issues.

Every year we needlessly stop and search hundreds of thousands 
of people for drugs subjecting individuals to an intrusive and 
humiliating experience. In the last 15 years we have convicted 
over half a million people for possession of a controlled drug and 
a further half million have received a caution for this offence, 
meaning we have criminalised approximately a million people 
in England and Wales for simple possession of a drug. Of those 
million, well over 50 per cent were criminalised for cannabis 
possession.89 

The human cost of a criminal record can be devastating. As well 
as stigmatising it impacts negatively on employment opportunities 
and educational aspirations. Evidence shows that criminalising 
someone for possession of drugs has a negative impact in terms 
of employment, accommodation and relationships. It also confirms 
that those subject to criminal justice interventions are more likely 
to reoffend.90 The economic cost to the UK in terms of police 
resources, CPS time, defence costs and court costs is clearly 
significant. Additionally, there is a loss to the State and society in 
relation to a person losing their employment or not reaching their 
potential. 

The only way to significantly change the practices of the police 
is to change the fundamental nature of policing and what the 
police are charged with investigating or searching for. Arguably 
ending the criminalisation of drug use would remove the need to 
unnecessarily search hundreds of thousands of people every year. 
Thus ensuring that the numbers of people, especially those from 
the black community, caught up in the criminal justice system is 
significantly reduced.

87. sErwEr a & LEE, 2013, ‘Charts: arE thE 
Nypd's stop-aNd-frisks vioLatiNg thE 
CoNstitutioN?’, mothEr JoNEs, http://www.
mothErJoNEs.Com/poLitiCs/2013/04/NEw-
york-Nypd-stop-frisk-Lawsuit-triaL-Charts 
(aCCEssEd 05 may 2013)

88. rosmariN a & Eastwood N, 2012, ‘a QuitE 
rEvoLutioN – drug dECrimiNaLisatioN poLiCiEs 
iN praCtiCE aCross thE gLoBE’, rELEasE, uNitEd 
kiNgdom www.rELEasE.org.uk/puBLiCatioNs/
drug-dECrimiNaLisatioN-poLiCiEs-iN-praCtiCE-
aCross-thE-gLoBE/ (aCCEssEd 5 may  2013)

89. thE statistiCs dEtaiLiNg thE NumBEr of 
pEopLE fouNd guiLty of drug possEssioN 
offENCEs or CautioNEd for suCh offENCEs 
was oBtaiNEd from a parLiamENtary QuEstioN 
taBLEd By CaroLiNE LuCas mp http://www.
thEyworkforyou.Com/wraNs/?id=2013-04-
25C.150855.h (aCCEssEd 5 may 2013)

90. rosmariN a & Eastwood N, 2012, ‘a QuitE 
rEvoLutioN – drug dECrimiNaLisatioN poLiCiEs 
iN praCtiCE aCross thE gLoBE’, rELEasE, uNitEd 
kiNgdom www.rELEasE.org.uk/puBLiCatioNs/
drug-dECrimiNaLisatioN-poLiCiEs-iN-praCtiCE-
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pagE 18.
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The principle recommendation of this report is that 
there is an immediate review of drug policy in the UK, 
in recognition of the urgency and need to address the 
disproportionate impact of drug law enforcement on  
those from BME communities. 

In relation to current policing practices the following 
recommendations should be considered:

1. Policing Strategies

 - Sanctioned detections for cannabis should be abolished 
or should be weighted to represent the complexity and 
seriousness of a detected crime thus dis-incentivising  
officers from policing low level drug crimes.

 - Officers’ performance should be evaluated based on factors 
that improve community relations and detect serious crime 
rather than using crude assessments, such as stop and search 
numbers and sanctioned detections.

 - The stop and search record should distinguish between what 
class of drugs the search was aimed at and whether the officer 
suspected possession or supply – so that there is accurate data 
for making assessments of effectiveness.

 - Those caught in possession of cannabis should be dealt with 
in accordance with the 2009 ACPO guidance on cannabis 
possession for personal use. 

 
2. Charging Practices – police and prosecution authorities

 - Clear guidance needs to be provided on charging standards for 
drug possession offences. The lack of uniformity in charging 
practices demonstrates the need for:

  
   - higher thresholds implemented for charging in relation 

  to drug possession; and 

   - increased supervision and monitoring of police and  
  CPS decision making in relation to charging decisions.

  

rECommENdatioNs
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3. Sentencing Decision Making

 - Custodial sentences should only be used for those whose 
criminal activity means they are a danger to others. The use 
of prison for those caught in possession of drugs should be 
abolished.

 - Judicial sentencing decisions related to drug offences should 
be reviewed and monitored by the Ministry of Justice - 
guidance should be issued if racial disparity in sentencing is 
demonstrated. 

 
 - The judiciary should be provided with training on the ethnic 

disparities that occur at the various stages of the criminal 
justice system and how that impacts on the ethnic breakdown 
that exists at the sentencing stage. 

4. Government monitoring 

 - Data relating to charge and caution for drug possession offences 
should form part of s95 Criminal Justice Act 1991 reports.
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aNNEx 1 – 
mEthodoLogy
The data collected for this research has come from a number of 
sources including Freedom of Information requests submitted to 
police forces in England and Wales; Ministry of Justice criminal 
justice statistics; and parliamentary questions.  National policing 
and Ministry of Justice data was analysed for 2009/10 and 2008/09. 
The 2009/10 data was used for the report but it is important to note 
that the 2008/09 data showed similar patterns.

The analysis presented draws on the methodology developed by 
the Home Office. Under Section 95 of the Criminal Justice Act 
1991, the secretary of state is required to publish information 
to enable those involved in the criminal justice system to avoid 
discrimination on grounds of race, sex or any other improper 
grounds (Home office, 2000). Since the introduction of this 
legislation the Home Office, and latterly the Ministry of Justice, has 
regularly published statistics showing the rate at which different 
ethnic groups come into contact with the criminal justice system 
through, for example, police stop and search.91 

Disproportionality ratios directly compare the experience of black 
and minority groups with the experience of the white population. 
Thus, for example, the number of stop searches per 1,000 black 
people is compared to the number of stop searches per 1,000 white 
people. According to the traditional approach developed by the 
Home Office such calculations were based on annual population 
estimates derived from the Census, adjusted to take account of 
increases in the total population. Several concerns were raised 
about the accuracy of these estimates, however, prompting the 
development of a revised approach (Ministry of Justice, 2010; 
EHRC, 2010; Miller, 2010). Black and minority ethnic groups have 
a younger age structure than the white population, with the result 
that they tend to grow at a faster rate. Over time this means that 
the Census underestimates the relative size of black and minority 
ethnic groups, which has the effect of exaggerating the rates 
at which they are subject to stop and search, thereby inflating 
disproportionality ratios. In light of these concerns, the Ministry 
of Justice moved over to using experimental population estimates 
provided by the Office of National Statistics, which draw on recent 
surveys to take account of the faster growth of black and minority 
ethnic communities. These estimates are known as ‘Population 
Estimates by Ethnic Group’ or PEEGs.

91. homE offiCE (2000) statistiCs oN raCE aNd 
thE CrimiNaL JustiCE systEm, LoNdoN: homE 
offiCE, http://wEBarChivE.NatioNaLarChivEs.
gov.uk/20110218135832/rds.homEoffiCE.gov.uk/
rds/sECtioN951.htmL

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/rds.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/section951.html
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/rds.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/section951.html
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110218135832/rds.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/section951.html
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Population estimates are themselves subject to various sources of 
potential error and PEEGs are officially classified as ‘experimental’ 
statistics that are yet to receive formal National Statistics status 
(PEEGs Team, 2011a and 2011b).92 The Office of National Statistics 
advises that these estimates should be used with ‘appropriate 
caution’, particularly when being applied to subnational areas 
(such as police force areas). Comparisons with other data-sources 
and user feedback suggest that PEEGs ‘may have drifted from the 
true values for subnational areas between 2001 and 2009’ (PEEGs 
Team, 2011b). In relation to London, for example, there is some 
evidence that the black and minority ethnic populations have 
been underestimated, due possibly to the influence of migration 
flows. The accuracy of PEEGs is being assessed on the basis of 
comparisons with the 2011 Census and the Office of National 
Statistics is not publishing further estimates until this work has 
been completed (PEEGs Team, 2011b). 

Our own comparisons indicate that the concerns about 
subnational estimates are well-founded. According to the most 
recent PEEGs (2009), black and minority ethnic groups account 
for 30 per cent of London’s population, well below the figure of 40 
per cent from the 2011 Census. Outside of London the figures are 
much more closely aligned (9 per cent and 10 per cent respectively). 
Given the apparent inaccuracy of PEEGs, we have used population 
figures from the 2011 Census. While the police stop and search 
figures we have used are from a slightly earlier period (latest 
published figures relate to 2008/9 and 2009/10), any changes to the 
population over this period are likely to have been minor.  As such 
our estimates are as robust as it is currently possible to be.  

As part of the research for this paper Freedom of Information 
requests were sent to every police force in England and Wales 
asking for the ethnic breakdown for 2009/10 of: 

 - those who were subject to stop and search for drugs; 
 - those who received cannabis warnings and penalty notices  

for disorder; 
 - those who received cautions;
 - and finally those who were subsequently charged. 

The purpose of this information was to determine whether racial 
disparity existed throughout the police’s processing of those 
caught in possession of drugs and whether those from BME  
(‘Black and Minority Ethnic’) backgrounds were more likely to 
receive a harsher response. 

Of the 42 forces contacted 28 provided a response to the questions 
posed. Those who did not provide data cited financial cost as 
the reason they could not meet the requirements of the request. 
However, only a limited number of forces provided sufficient data, 
from those providing such data the Metropolitan Police Service 
was chosen for more detailed analysis as the information they 
provided was robust and because the MPS undertakes 50% of all 
stop and searches for drugs in England and Wales – the analysis 
was undertaken by LSE.

92. popuLatioN EstimatEs By EthNiC group 
(pEEgs) tEam (2011a) popuLatioN EstimatEs By 
EthNiC group: mEthodoLogy papEr, LoNdoN: 
offiCE of NatioNaL statistiCs. popuLatioN 
EstimatEs By EthNiC group (pEEgs) tEam 
(2011B) popuLatioN EstimatEs By EthNiC group: 
importaNt NotE oN rELiaBiLity of EstimatEs 
for suBNatioNaL arEas, LoNdoN: offiCE of 
NatioNaL statistiCs.
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This report is the second in a series of reports Release has 
published to support our campaign ‘Drugs - It’s Time for Better 
Laws’. This campaign was launched in June 2011 and saw 
the organisation write to David Cameron, the British Prime 
Minister, calling for a review of current UK drug policy. The 
letter was supported by high profile individuals including 
Sting, Richard Branson, Caroline Lucas MP and Baroness 
Meacher and received significant media coverage.  

The first report ‘A Quiet Revolution: Drug Decriminalisation 
Policies in Practice Across the Globe’ looked at 21 jurisdictions 
that had adopted some form of decriminalisation of drug 
possession (whereby non-criminal sanctions, and in some 
cases no sanctions, are applied to the possession of some 
or all drugs). The research showed that such an approach 
does not lead to an increase in drug use. Importantly, by not 
criminalising those who use drugs, the evidence demonstrated 
that there were improved outcomes in terms of employment 
and relationships, reduced stigma and that people were less 
likely to enter or re-enter the criminal justice system. 

This second report demonstrates that the policing and 
prosecutions of drug possession offences in England and Wales 
is unduly focussed on black and minority ethnic communities. 
This report looks at racial disparity rates at stop and search, 
arrest, prosecution and sentencing and clearly demonstrates 
that the drug laws in the UK are a major driver of the 
disproportionality that exists in our criminal justice system. 

As the first report demonstrated, criminalisation does not 
act as a deterrent when someone decides to use drugs but it 
does cause significant harms in terms of a criminal record. 
This report goes further and establishes that those harms are 
being applied in an unfair manner. An urgent review of UK 
drug policy is necessary to reduce this disparity, and bring 
equitable justice to all communities.

More information about the campaign can be accessed at: 
www.release.org.uk/decriminalisation

http://www.release.org.uk/decriminalisation

